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This thesis is concerned with the development and analysis of Frank-Wolfe
type algorithms for two problems, namely the ellipsoidal inclusion problem of
optimization and the optimal experimental design problem of statistics. These
two problems are closely related to each other and can be solved simultaneously
as discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
Chapter 1 introduces the problems in parametric forms. The weak and
strong duality relations between them are established and the optimality cri-
teria are derived. Based on this discussion, we deﬁne -primal feasible and
-approximate optimal solutions: these solutions do not necessarily satisfy the
optimality criteria but the violation is controlled by the error parameter  and
can be arbitrarily small.
Chapter 2 deals with the most well-known special case of the optimal ex-
perimental design problems: the D-optimal design problem and its dual, the
Minimum-Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid (MVEE) problem. Chapter 3 focuses on
another special case, the A-optimal design problem. In Chapter 4 we focus on
a generalization of the optimal experimental design problem in which a sub-
set but not all of parameters is being estimated. We focus on the following
two problems: the Dk-optimal design problem and the Ak-optimal design prob-
lem, generalizations of the D-optimal and the A-optimal design problems, re-spectively. In each chapter, we develop ﬁrst-order algorithms for the respective
problem and discuss their global and local convergence properties. We present
various initializations and provide some computational results which conﬁrm
the attractive features of the ﬁrst-order methods discussed.
Chapter 5 investigates possible combinatorial extensions of the previous
problems. Special attention is given to the problem of ﬁnding the Minimum-
Volume Ellipsoid (MVE) estimator of a data set, in which a subset of a certain
size is selected so that the minimum-volume ellipsoid enclosing these points
has the smallest volume. We discuss how the algorithms in Chapter 2 can be
adapted in order to attack this problem. Many efﬁcient heuristics and a branch-
and-bound algorithm are developed.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
‘Do not disturb my circles!’, Archimedes, 212 B.C.
In this chapter, we introduce the optimal experimental design problem in a
parametric form. We start with the statistical motivation, discuss common prop-
erties of the optimal design problems, and formulate the problem rigorously.
We continue by introducing the ellipsoidal inclusion problem in a general form.
We show that this problem is a generalization of some of the well-known inclu-
sion problems such as the Minimum-Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid problem and
the Minimum Enclosing Ball problem. Weak and strong duality relations be-
tween these statistical and geometric problems are established and optimality
criteria are derived. Based on this discussion, we deﬁne -primal feasible and
-approximate optimal solutions: these solutions do not necessarily satisfy the
optimality criteria but the violation is controlled by the error parameter  and
can be arbitrarily small.
The problems covered in this chapter have applications in optimization,
statistics, data mining, outlier detection, machine learning, image processing,
etc. These applications usually lead to very large problems. Devising algo-
rithms that can attack very large instances of these two problems and their ex-
tensions is the goal of this thesis.
11.1 Experimental Design
Conducting experiments and analyzing the outcomes of these experiments us-
ing statistical models is a common task for many scientists. Usually a relation-
ship such as
y = h(t;) (1.1.1)
is assumed, where y is the observed outcome of the experiment and h is a func-
tion of the variables t and . The function h is a real-valued function of two dis-
tinct arguments: The ﬁrst argument t is a vector representing the experimental
conditions. These conditions are chosen or designed freely by the experimenter.
The second argument  is a vector holding the parameters of the system. The
experimenter has no control over these values, i.e., the parameter vector is de-
termined by the nature of the experiment. It is the goal of the experimenter to
learn as much as possible about the function h and the parameter vector  so
that she can make accurate predictions about the responses of the system.
It is obvious that the model function h plays an important role. The so-called
generalized linear model
y = x(t)
T; (1.1.2)
is used extensively as a model function. Despite its simplicity, it proves to
be useful for many applications. In the generalized linear model, x(t) =
[x1(t);:::; xn(t)] and  = [1;:::;n] are column vectors in n-dimensional Eu-
clidean space. Any nonlinear relations between the experimental conditions can
be incorporated into the model using the function x(), but the model is required
to be linear with respect to the system parameters. In this thesis, we will sup-
press the dependency of the vector x(t) on the actual experimental conditions t
2and work with a model function such as
y = x
T; (1.1.3)
in which the vector x will be referred to as the regression or design vector.
The model function in (1.1.3) is deterministic in nature. Unfortunately, al-
most all experiments carried out are subject to some random error. Measure-
ment errors due to devices or humans and incorrect model assumptions are
typical sources of experimental errors. It is commonly assumed that random
errors are additive in nature so that (1.1.3) is replaced by
y = x
T + ; (1.1.4)
where the response y and the error  are random variables with an unknown
distribution function. One important assumption is that the error in one run
of the experiment is independent of the error in another run of the experiment.
Without this assumption, the model becomes too complicated.
In order to use this model we need some information about the nature of the
error distribution. If the only goal of model building were parameter estima-
tion, moderate assumptions on the ﬁrst and second moments of the distribution
would sufﬁce. Nevertheless, since these models are further used in hypothesis
testing and interval estimation, it is quite common to assume that the random
variable  is normally distributed with mean 0 and unknown variance 2.
Let X = fx1;:::; xmg  Rn be the set of regression vectors and X denote a
matrixofordernmwhosecolumnsconsistofthesevectors. Assumehenceforth
that the xi’s span Rn. If we assume that one experiment is conducted at each of
theseregressionpointsandthemodelathandisageneralizedlinearmodelwith
thenormalityassumptiondiscussedinthepreviousparagraph, itiswell-known
3that the optimal (unbiased) estimator for the parameter vector  is (XTX) 1XTY,
and has dispersion matrix 2(XTX) 1. It may be desirable to conduct multiple or
zero experiments at some of the regression points, and so we have the following
deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 1.1.1 An experimental design of size N is given by a ﬁnite number
of regression points x1;:::; xm in Rn and nonnegative integers n1;:::;nm such that
Pm
i=1 ni = N.
In an experimental design, ni represents the number of repetitions of the
experiment at the regression point xi. The dispersion matrix becomes
D = 
2
0
B B B B B @
m X
i=1
nixix
T
i
1
C C C C C A
 1
=
2
N
0
B B B B B @
m X
i=1
ni
N
xix
T
i
1
C C C C C A
 1
: (1.1.5)
Optimal experimental design focuses on ﬁnding integers ni so that the dispersion
matrix, which is a measure of the variance (or the error) of the estimator, is
minimized in some sense. (Frequently, the regression points can also be chosen
from some ﬁxed compact set ˆ X. Since we are interested in numerical algorithms,
we suppose that some large ﬁxed subset X of ˆ X has been preselected, and we
are only interested in choosing the ni’s.)
It is easy to see that the dispersion matrix D belongs to the cone of symmetric
positive semideﬁnite matrices, SRnn
+ . It is reasonable to be interested in the
matrices which are minimal with respect to the following (partial) ordering in
this set, the Loewner ordering:
Deﬁnition 1.1.2 The Loewner ordering  is deﬁned on the subspace of the n  n sym-
metric matrices by A  B () A   B 2 SRnn
+ .
4We also write SRnn
++ for the cone of symmetric positive deﬁnite matrices and
write A  B to mean A   B 2 SRnn
++ . Since the Loewner ordering is antitonic,
i.e., A  B implies that B 1  A 1, minimizing D is equivalent to maximizing the
information matrix
M =
N
2
m X
i=1
ni
N
xix
T
i :
When the total number of experiments N is ﬁnite, experimental design prob-
lems become integer programming problems which are quite hard to attack es-
pecially for large m. Hence the case where N tends to inﬁnity is studied instead.
In this case we can write ui =
ni
N and maximizing M =
Pm
i=1 uixixT
i is enough. Note
that an experimental design with an inﬁnite sample size N deﬁnes a probability
distribution which assigns all its weight to a ﬁnite number of points. The points
with positive weight are the support points of the experimental design. One can
refer to Chapter 12 in [22] for a valuable discussion on how to come up with
an approximate design for a ﬁnite sample size once the optimal design for an
inﬁnite sample size is found.
When solving experimental design problems, ﬁnding a solution which is
minimal with respect to the Loewner ordering is necessary. Nevertheless, opti-
mization using this criterion is not straightforward and the set of matrices that
satisfy it is usually very large. We prefer real-valued criteria which still preserve
Loewner optimality.
Deﬁnition 1.1.3 An information function is a function  from the cone of positive
semideﬁnite matrices to the real line,
 : SR
nn
+ ! R;
which is positively homogeneous, superadditive, nonnegative, nonconstant, and upper
5semicontinuous.
It is easy to see that information functions are concave. They order the informa-
tion matrices according to their informative value. The most common informa-
tion functions are matrix means.
Deﬁnition 1.1.4 Let (C) denote the eigenvalues of a matrix C. If C is a positive
deﬁnite matrix, i.e., C  0, the matrix mean p is a function deﬁned as
p(C) =
8
> > > > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > > > :
max(C) for p = 1;

1
nTraceCp1=p
for p , 0;1;
(detC)1=n for p = 0;
min(C) for p =  1:
If C is a singular positive semideﬁnite matrix, then
p(C) =
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
max(C) for p = 1;

1
nTraceCp1=p
for p , 0;1;
0 for p  0:
Matrix means satisfy the necessary properties of information functions when
p  1. Using these functions, the general optimal design problem is deﬁned as
follows:
maxu gp(u) := lnp(XUXT)
(Dp) eTu = 1;
u  0;
where U := Diag(u). Each value of the parameter p gives rise to a different
criterion with different applications. We will study some of the special cases in
the following chapters in great detail.
61.2 Ellipsoidal Inclusion Problems
Assume that we have a set of points X = fx1;:::; xmg  Rn, which spans Rn and
is symmetric with respect to the origin. We are interested in approximating
(especially enclosing) the convex hull of these points with an ellipsoid. Note
that the idea is to approximate the complex structure of the convex hull with a
simple geometric object. Boxes, balls, ellipsoids, and cylinders are used in the
literature. Ellipsoids are preferred in many applications since they are smooth
and ﬂexible, and testing membership in or optimizing a linear function over an
ellipsoid is a straightforward task.
The set
E(¯ x;H) := fx 2 R
n : (x   ¯ x)
TH(x   ¯ x)  ng
for ¯ x 2 Rn and H  0 is an ellipsoid in Rn. It is centered at ¯ x and its shape is
deﬁned by H. It can be viewed as a unit ball under an afﬁne map where each
point ˜ x in the unit ball is mapped to a point x = ¯ x +
p
nL˜ x in the ellipsoid where
L satisﬁes LLT = H 1. Geometric properties of the ellipsoid such as its volume,
length of its semi-axes, etc., are determined by the shape matrix H. For example,
its volume is nn=2
p
detH times that of the unit ball.
The convex hull of a set of ﬁnitely many points can be enclosed by an inﬁnite
number of ellipsoids. Obviously we are only interested in ellipsoids which are
centered at the origin (since X is symmetric around the origin) and resemble
the convex hull in some sense. Although the enclosing ellipsoid which has the
minimum volume is a natural choice from both theoretical and practical points
of view, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2, deﬁning the problem using
a more general criterion is quite insightful.
7For q  1, consider the following problem:
minH fq(H) :=  lnq(H)
(Pq) xT
i Hxi  n; i = 1;:::;m;
H  0:
For each value of q, this problem ﬁnds an ellipsoid which encloses all points
in X, is centered at the origin, and has a shape matrix with the largest matrix
mean q. Each value of the parameter q leads to a different problem with a dif-
ferent geometric interpretation. For example, when q = 0, the objective function
becomes (a multiple of) lndet(H 1) and hence (Pq) is equivalent to the Minimum-
Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid problem discussed in Chapter 2. Similarly, for the
extremecaseofq =  1, wehaveln(min(H)) 1 astheobjectivefunctionandhence
the problem becomes that of ﬁnding the Minimum Enclosing Ball of X. When
q = 1=2, (Pq) maximizes the trace of H1=2 and leads to a less familiar geometric
problem in which we would like to maximize the sum of the inverses of the
semi-axes of the enclosing ellipsoid. This problem will be studied in Chapter 3.
We will refer to the general problem (Pq) as the ellipsoidal inclusion problem.
1.3 Duality
We now show that the two problems introduced above are closely related to
each other.
Lemma 1.3.1 [Weak Duality] Let p and q be a pair of conjugate numbers in ( 1;1),
i.e., they satisfy pq = p + q. Then we have fq(H)  gp(u) for any H and u feasible in
(Pq) and (Dp), respectively.
8Proof: We have
fq(H)   gp(u) =  lnq(H)   lnp(XUX
T)
=  ln

q(H)p(XUX
T)

  ln
 
1
n
H  XUX
T
!
  ln1 = 0;
where  denotes the trace product of two symmetric matrices, i.e., A  B =
Trace(AB). The ﬁrst inequality is an application of the H¨ older’s inequality (on
the eigenvalues of the matrices at hand) and a detailed proof can be found in
[22]. The second inequality follows from the feasibility of the solutions H and u.
Indeed, 1
nH  (XUXT) = 1
n
Pm
i=1

uiH  (xixT
i )

 1
n
Pm
i=1

ui(xT
i Hxi)

 n
n = 1: u t
Theorem 1.3.1 [Strong Duality] Let p and q be a pair of conjugate numbers in
( 1;1). There exist optimal solutions for problems (Pq) and (Dp). Furthermore, the fol-
lowing conditions, together with primal and dual feasibility, are necessary and sufﬁcient
for optimality in both (Pq) and (Dp):
a. H = n
Trace(XUXT)p(XUXT)p 1 and
b. xT
i Hxi = n if ui > 0.
Proof: Let H be a feasible solution for problem (Pq). Summing up the linear
constraints, we must have
Pm
i=1 xT
i Hxi = H  XXT  nm. Since XXT  0 and
nm > 0, fH  0 : H  XXT  nmg is a compact set. Hence the feasible region
for problem (Pq) is also a compact set (since it is the intersection of a compact
set with a ﬁnite set of halfspaces). Moreover, H = I is feasible for (Pq) for
sufﬁciently small positive , and we can add the constraint that fp(H)  fp(I)
9without loss of generality. The objective function is (ﬁnite and) continuous on
this modiﬁed compact feasible region, so an optimal solution exists for problem
(Pq). Existenceofanoptimalsolutionfor(Pq)impliestheexistenceofanoptimal
solution for (Dp) as will be discussed later.
Sufﬁciency follows from the previous lemma, since the conditions imply
equality in the weak duality inequality. In order to prove necessity, let ˜ H be
an optimal solution for (Pq). The KKT conditions must hold for this solution,
i.e., there exist nonnegative multipliers ˜ u 2 Rm such that the following equalities
hold:
 
n
Trace ˜ Hq
˜ H
q 1 + X ˜ UX
T = 0; (1.3.6)
˜ ui(n   x
T
i ˜ Hxi) = 0; i = 1;:::;m: (1.3.7)
These equalities imply that
Pm
i=1 ˜ ui = 1, since
m X
i=1
˜ ui =
Pm
i=1 ˜ uixT
i ˜ Hxi
n
= Trace
  ˜ HX ˜ UXT
n
!
= Trace
0
B B B B B B @
˜ H

n
Trace ˜ Hq ˜ Hq 1
n
1
C C C C C C A
=
nTraceHq
nTraceHq = 1;
and hence ˜ u is a feasible solution for (Dp). Strong duality holds for the solution
pair ˜ H and ˜ u, so strong duality holds for any pair of optimal solutions H and u.
Conditions (a) and (b) are direct consequences of Equations (1.3.6) and (1.3.7),
and hence they are necessary. u t
Let i(u) := xT
i (XUXT)p 1xi. The following identity will be used extensively.
u
T(u) =
m X
i=1
uii(u)
10=
m X
i=1
Trace

uix
T
i (XUX
T)
p 1xi

= Trace
0
B B B B B @(XUX
T)
p 1
m X
i=1
uixix
T
i
1
C C C C C A
= Trace(XUX
T)
p: (1.3.8)
Using (1.3.8), we can write the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for u to be
optimal in (Dq) (the optimal H follows from (a)) as
(i) i(u)  uT(u) for all i, and
(ii) i(u) = uT(u) if ui > 0,
which motivates the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1 Given a positive , we call a dual feasible point u an -primal
feasible solution if i(u)  uT(u)(1 + ) for all i, and say that it satisﬁes the -
approximate optimality conditions or it is an -approximate optimal solution
if moreover i(u)  uT(u)(1   ) whenever ui > 0.
The following lemma justiﬁes the notation and proves that an -primal fea-
sible solution for (Dp) is close to being optimal in a well-deﬁned way.
Lemma 1.3.2 Let p and q be a pair of conjugate numbers in ( 1;1). Given a dual
feasible solution u which is -primal feasible, H = n
(1+)Trace(XUXT)p(XUXT)p 1 is feasible
in (Pq) and we have 0  g
p gp(u)  ln(1+) where g
p is the optimal objective function
value of (Dp).
Proof: The -primal feasibility implies that H = n
(1+)Trace(XUXT)p(XUXT)p 1 is feasi-
ble for the primal problem (Pq). Let us ﬁrst assume that p;q , 0. Then by weak
11duality, we have
0  fq(H)   g

p
=  
1
q
ln
 
1
n
Trace
 
n(XUXT)p 1
(1 + )Trace(XUXT)p
!q!
  g

p
= ln(1 + )  
1
q
ln
 
nq 1Trace(XUXT)(p 1)q
(Trace(XUXT)p)q
!
  g

p
= ln(1 + ) + ln
 
n
1 q
q

Trace(XUX
T)
pq 1
q
!
  g

p
 ln(1 + ) +
1
p
ln
 
1
n
Trace(XUX
T)
p
!
  g

p
g

p   gp(u)  ln(1 + ):
The case where p = q = 0 is very similar and will be proved in Chapter 2. u t
Lemma 1.3.3 u0 = 1
m(1;1;:::;1) is an (m-1)-primal feasible solution.
Proof: We have
m X
i=1
1
m
i(u
0) = (u
0)
T(u
0);or
m X
i=1
i(u
0) = m(u
0)
T(u
0);so that
max
1im
i(u
0)  (1 + (m   1))(u
0)
T(u
0);
and the result follows from the deﬁnition of an (m-1)-primal feasible solution.
u t
So far, we have developed the duality relation between problems (Pq) and
(Dp) and characterized the optimal solutions of these problems. We have an
initial solution for (Dp) which is somewhat close to optimality and we can assess
the quality of the solutions at hand. In other words, we know how to start and
end an algorithm for (Dp) and now we need to ﬁgure out how to move from a
12given solution to a better one. In the following chapters, we will discuss some of
the special cases of these problems in detail and develop algorithms that solve
both problems.
1.4 Applications
Before moving into details of solution techniques, we emphasize here that the
problems studied in this thesis ﬁnd applications in various areas. Optimal de-
sign problems are useful in linear regression as already discussed. Ellipsoid
inclusion problems arise in data analysis and computational geometry (see the
references in [31, 18]). They are also used in collision analysis as a subroutine
(see Rimon and Boyd [23]) and help in calculating efﬁcient kernels in machine
learning (see Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini [27]). The MVE estimator (discussed
in Chapter 5) provides a metric which is widely used in outlier detection (see
Rousseeuw and Leroy [26], Poston and Tolson [20], and Hawkins [12]). In addi-
tion, the inclusion problem also arises as a subproblem in optimization, e.g., for
each iteration of the ellipsoid method of Yudin and Nemirovskii [38] and Shor
[28] (where a closed-form solution is available) or to initialize Lenstra’s inte-
ger programming algorithm [19]. Since most of these applications involve large
data sets in medium to high dimensions, coming up with techniques which can
attack large instances is a natural goal. The following pages describe many pos-
itive steps towards accomplishing this goal.
131.5 Notation
We include a summary of the notation that will be used extensively in the fol-
lowing chapters here:
i(u) := x
T
i (XUX
T)
p 1xi;
i(u) := x
T
i (XUX
T)
 1xi;
i(u) := x
T
i (XUX
T)
 2xi;
i(u) := z
T
i (ZUZ
T)
 1zi;
!i(u) := (yi + Ezi)
TK
 1(yi + Ezi);
ij(u) := x
T
i (XUX
T)
 1xj;
ij(u) := x
T
i (XUX
T)
 2xj;
ij(u) := z
T
i (ZUZ
T)
 1zj;
!ij(u) := (yi + Ezi)
TK
 1(yj + Ezj);
 :=

1   
;
 :=

1 + j(u)
; and
 :=

1 + j(u)
=

1 + !j(u)
:
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THE DETERMINANT CRITERION
Suppose we are given a matrix X = [x1; x2;:::; xm] 2 Rnm whose columns, the
points x1;:::; xm, span Rn. If H is a symmetric matrix of order n that is positive
deﬁnite (we write H  0), then the volume of the ellipsoid
E(0;H) := fx 2 R
n : x
THx  ng
is (detH) 1=2 times that of a Euclidean ball in Rn of radius
p
n. Hence, ﬁnding
a minimum-volume central (i.e., centered at the origin) ellipsoid containing the
columns of X amounts to solving
minH0 f(H) :=  lndetH
(P) xT
i Hxi  n; i = 1;:::;m:
This is called the minimum-volume enclosing ellipsoid (MVEE) problem. It is a
special case of the problem (Pq) in Chapter 1 where q = 0.
Khachiyan [16] showed that the seemingly more general problem of ﬁnding
a not necessarily central ellipsoid of minimum volume containing a ﬁnite point
set in Rn reduces to the MVEE problem for a related point set in Rn+1, so we
henceforth consider only the central case.
Problem (P) is convex, with linear inequality constraints. After some simpli-
ﬁcation, its Lagrangian dual can be written as
maxu g(u) := lndetXUXT
(D) eTu = 1;
u  0;
15where matrix U is a diagonal matrix with the components of u on its diagonal
and e is a vector of ones in Rm. Problem (D) is also the statistical problem of ﬁnd-
ing a D-optimal design measure on the columns of X, that is, one that maximizes
the determinant of the Fisher information matrix E[xxT]: see, e.g., Atwood [3, 4],
Fedorov [7], John and Draper [14], Kiefer and Wolfowitz [17], Silvey [30], and
Wynn [35, 36]. As expected, (D) is a special case of the general optimal experi-
mental design problem (Dp) discussed in Chapter 1 where p = 0. Duality of the
problems (P) and (D) can be deduced from Lemma 1.3.1 and Theorem 1.3.1.
In [4], Atwood developed an algorithm for (D) that is a simple modiﬁcation
of those of Fedorov [7] and Wynn [35]. Indeed, we will see in Section 2.1 that
Atwood’s method is a specialization to (D) of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [8]
with Wolfe’s away steps [33] and review the global convergence properties of
thisalgorithmunderspecialinitialconditions. Wewillprovelinearconvergence
of the objective function values for both (P) and (D) using the Wolfe-Atwood
method in Section 2.2.
Note that (D) is a convex problem, with feasible region the unit simplex. For
such problems, Wolfe [33] sketched the proof of, and Gu´ elat and Marcotte [10]
proved in detail, linear convergence of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm with away
steps. However, the objective function g of (D) does not satisfy the conditions
assumed by Wolfe and by Gu´ elat and Marcotte: it is neither boundedly con-
cave, nor strictly (let alone strongly) concave. Instead of using their approach,
we prove our result by applying Robinson’s analysis [25] of upper Lipschitzian
continuity to a perturbation of problem (P).
In Section 2.3 we will incorporate a technique into the Wolfe-Atwood
method which identiﬁes and eliminates data points in the interior of the op-
16timal MVEE. Finally, Section 2.4 gives some computational results of the Wolfe-
Atwood algorithm for the MVEE problem with and without the elimination
technique. It is perhaps surprising that the away step greatly improves the ef-
ﬁciency and accuracy compared with the original Khachiyan algorithm. How-
ever, without elimination and for m  n, it can be much slower than the DRN
method (a specialized interior-point algorithm) with an active-set strategy in
Sun and Freund [31]. Finally, for large m and n, the Wolfe-Atwood method with
elimination may be the only possibility: we have solved some problems with
m = 100;000 and n = 500 in less than 5 minutes, which the DRN method, even
with an active-set strategy, cannot handle. This may be particularly important
for applications in classiﬁcation and clustering, where a minimum-volume el-
lipsoid algorithm to evaluate potential clusters needs to be called repeatedly
as a subroutine in an overall branch-and-bound strategy. In such a case, a fast
ﬁrst-order method with limited accuracy may be the method of choice.
From both a theoretical and computational viewpoint, the simple ﬁrst-order
method of Wolfe and Atwood for the MVEE problem appears to be an attractive
algorithm. Incorporation of the elimination technique further increases its value
and lets us achieve high accuracy in a short time even for very large instances.
2.1 Algorithms and Analysis
Note that the objective function g of (D) is a concave function with gradient
(u) := rg(u) = (x
T
i (XUX
T)
 1xi)
m
i=1; (2.1.1)
and that, with
u+ := (1   )u + ej; (2.1.2)
17rank-one update formulae give
(XU+X
T)
 1 =
1
1   
2
6 6 6 6 6 4(XUX
T)
 1  
(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1    + j(u)
3
7 7 7 7 7 5 (2.1.3)
and
detXU+X
T = (1   )
n 1[1    + j(u)]detXUX
T: (2.1.4)
It is therefore computationally inexpensive to update rg after an update such
as (2.1.2) and to perform a line search on g to determine the optimal . Indeed,
the optimal step size is (e.g., see (2.19) in Khachiyan [15])
 =
j(u)=n   1
j(u)   1
: (2.1.5)
For these reasons, applying the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [8] to (D) is an attrac-
tive procedure, and this was proposed by Fedorov [7] and Wynn [35], the latter
without the line search, in the context of optimal design. Without confusion, we
can thus call this the FW algorithm.
We say H is feasible in (P) if it is positive deﬁnite and satisﬁes the constraints
of (P); similarly, u is feasible in (D) if it satisﬁes the constraints of (D) and more-
over has a ﬁnite objective function value, i.e., XUXT  0. Suppose H and u are
feasible in (P) and (D) respectively. Then it follows that
n 
X
i
uix
T
i Hxi =
X
i
H  xiuix
T
i = H  (XUX
T) = Trace(H
1=2XUX
TH
1=2):
Hence we have
 lndetH   lndetXUX
T =  lndetHXUX
T
=  lndetH
1=2XUX
TH
1=2
=  nln(
n
j=1j)
1=n
  nln
 Pn
j=1 j
n
!
=  nln
 
Trace(H1=2XUXTH1=2)
n
!
 0;
18where the j’s are the positive eigenvalues of H1=2XUXTH1=2. This proves weak
duality, and gives the following sufﬁcient conditions for optimality in both (P)
and (D):
(a) ui > 0 only if xT
i Hxi = n; and
(b) H = (XUXT) 1.
This follows since we must have all eigenvalues equal, and hence H1=2XUXTH1=2
a multiple of the identity, to have the geometric and arithmetic means coincide,
and we must have the multiple equal to unity to have the trace equal to n. In
fact, it is easy as in Chapter 1 to show using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions
for (P) that these conditions are also necessary. Moreover, u provides a vector of
Lagrange multipliers for (P).
We also have (e.g., Khachiyan [15] or also from (1.3.8)) that, for any feasible
u,
u
T(u) = n;
so that, given (b), (a) above holds if xT
i Hxi  n for all i. Hence, for a feasible u,
we need only check that H = (XUXT) 1 is feasible in (P) to check the optimality
of u.
The FW algorithm thus starts with some feasible u with XUXT positive
deﬁnite, and then at each iteration ﬁnds the index j with maximal j(u) =
xT
j (XUXT) 1xj, stops if this maximum value is at most (1 + )n, and otherwise
replaces u with u+ in (2.1.2), where  is chosen to maximize g(u+).
We motivated the algorithm above using the optimality conditions, but note
19that ej (the jth unit vector in Rm) solves the problem
max
¯ u
fg(u) + rg(u)
T(¯ u   u) : e
T ¯ u = 1; ¯ u  0g;
soateachiterationwemaximizealinearapproximationtoganddoalinesearch
on the line segment joining our current iterate to the optimal solution of the
linearized problem: that is, we are performing the Frank-Wolfe algorithm on
(D).
When the algorithm stops, we have (1+) 1H feasible in (P), so that this and
u are both optimal in their respective problems up to an additive constant of
nln(1 + )  n. Moreover, convfx1;:::;xmg is contained in fx 2 Rn : xTHx 
(1 + )ng, but also contains fx 2 Rn : xTHx  1g, since the maximum of jvTxj
over the latter is
p
vTH 1v =
p
vTXUXTv =
pP
i ui(vTxi)2  maxi jvTxij. Thus we
have a
p
(1 + )n rounding of this convex hull. Finally, for 0 <   1, we have
nln(1 + )  2ln(1 + ) for  = =n, so for this value of  we get an ellipsoid that
has minimum volume up to the the factor (1 + ).
(Khachiyan [15] shows that to ﬁnd a (1 + )n rounding of the convex hull of
m points y1;:::;ym in Rn, or to ﬁnd a nearly minimum-volume not-necessarily-
central ellipsoid containing these points, it sufﬁces to ﬁnd a good rounding or a
nearly minimum-volume central ellipsoid for the set of the previous paragraph,
where xi = (yi;1) 2 Rn+1 for each i. So at the expense of increasing the dimension
by one, we can conﬁne our attention to the central case.)
We call a feasible u -primal feasible if xT
i (XUXT) 1xi  (1 + )n for all i, and
say that it satisﬁes the (strong) -approximate optimality conditions if moreover
xT
i (XUXT) 1xi  (1   )n whenever ui > 0. The algorithms of Khachiyan [15]
and Kumar and Yıldırım [18] seek an -primal feasible u, while that of Todd and
Yıldırım [32] seeks one satisfying the -approximate optimality conditions. In
20fact, apart from the details of their initialization and termination, the ﬁrst two
methods coincide with that of Fedorov (and Wynn, although he didn’t use an
optimal line search) for the optimal design problem, and hence a specialization
of that of Frank and Wolfe. We therefore denote them the FW-K method and the
FW-KY method.
Let us now describe the method analyzed by Todd and Yıldırım.
Algorithm 2.1.1
Input: X 2 Rnm,  > 0.
Step 0. Use the algorithm of Kumar and Yıldırım [18] to obtain an
initial feasible u. Compute (u).
Step 1. Find j := argmaxfl(u)   ng, i = argminfl(u)   n : ul > 0g.
If j(u)   n  n and i(u)   n   n,
STOP: u satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions.
Else,
if j(u)   n > n   i(u), go to Step 2;
else, go to Step 3.
Step 2. Replace u as in (2.1.2), where  > 0 is chosen as in (2.1.5) to
maximize g. Go to Step 4.
Step 3. Replace u by u+ := (1   )u + ei, where now  is chosen from
negative values to maximize g subject to u+ remaining feasible.
Step 4. Update (u) and go to Step 1.
In Step 3, the optimal unconstrained  is again given by (2.1.5), with i re-
placing j, as long as j(u) > 1: otherwise,  is made as negative as feasible. It is
21easily seen that ei solves the problem of minimizing the linearization of g on a
restriction of the feasible set, where zero components of u are ﬁxed at zero, so
this is the FW algorithm with away steps as in Wolfe [33] (u moves away from
ei), with speciﬁc initialization and termination details given. This algorithm was
also proposed by the statistician Atwood [4] for the optimal design problem. We
therefore call it the WA-TY method.
Observe that (P) can be reformulated as having a strictly convex continuous
objective function and a compact feasible set, so that it has a unique optimal
solution H with optimal value f, and (D) also has an optimal solution, possibly
not unique, with optimal value g = f. The analyses of Khachiyan [15], Kumar-
Yıldırım [18], and Todd-Yıldırım [32] bound the number of steps until an -
primal feasible solution u is obtained (or until one satisfying the -approximate
optimality conditions is found), by bounding the improvement in g(u) at each
iteration.
Khachiyan starts with u0 = (1=m)e, while Kumar-Yıldırım and Todd-Yıldırım
start with a more complicated procedure to determine a u0 with at most 2n pos-
itive components. Khachiyan shows that at most 4n(lnn + lnlnm + 2) iterations
are necessary from his initial solution until a 1-primal feasible solution is found,
while Kumar and Yıldırım show that no more than 16n(lnn + 1) are needed
from their start to obtain the same quality. The same is true for the WA-TY
method, since until a 1-primal feasible solution is obtained, no away steps will
be performed. We therefore concentrate on the algorithms after they produce
a 1-primal feasible solution (which also satisﬁes the 1-approximate optimality
conditions) until they reach an -primal feasible solution or one that satisﬁes the
-approximate optimality conditions. For this analysis, we need the following
22results.
Lemma 2.1.1 (Khachiyan [15], Lemma 2). If u is -primal feasible (and hence if it
satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions),
g
   g(u)  n: (2.1.6)
For our analysis of away steps, it is convenient to characterize normal FW
steps where uj is increased from zero as add-iterations, and those where it is
increased from a positive value as increase-iterations. Away steps are called
drop-iterations if uj is decreased to zero, and otherwise decrease-iterations. Note
that every drop-iteration can be associated with either a previous add-iteration
where that component of u was last increased from zero, or with one of the
original at most 2n positive components of u0.
Lemma 2.1.2 Suppose   1=2.
(a) If u is not -primal feasible, any add- or increase-iteration improves g(u) by at
least 22=7.
(b) If a feasible u does not satisfy the -approximate optimality conditions, any
decrease-iteration improves g(u) by at least 22=7.
Proof: Khachiyan [15] (Lemma 3, see also the proof of Lemma 4) proved (a),
while Todd and Yıldırım [32] (Lemma 4.2) proved (b). u t
Because they are limited by remaining feasible, drop-iterations may not pro-
vide a certiﬁably large increase in g, but at least g does not decrease.
23Let h() (respectively, ¯ h()) denote the number of iterations of the FW-K
or FW-KY method (number of add-, increase-, and decrease-iterations of the
WA-TY method) from the ﬁrst iterate that is -primal feasible (satisﬁes the -
approximate optimality conditions) until the ﬁrst that is =2-primal feasible (sat-
isﬁes the =2-approximate optimality conditions). Then Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
show that
h()  n=(2(=2)
2=7) = 14n=; (2.1.7)
and similarly for ¯ h. So if H() (respectively, ¯ H()) denotes the number of iter-
ations (number of add-, increase-, and decrease-iterations) from the ﬁrst iterate
that is 1-primal feasible (satisﬁes the 1-approximate optimality conditions) until
the ﬁrst that is -primal feasible (satisﬁes the -approximate optimality condi-
tions), we ﬁnd
H()  h(1) + h(1=2) +  + h(1=2dln1=e 1)
 14n(1 + 2 +  + 2dln1=e 1)  28n=;
(2.1.8)
and again similarly for ¯ H. Hence we have the following
Theorem 2.1.1 (a) The total number of iterations for the FW-K algorithm to obtain an
-primal feasible solution is at most 28n= +4n(lnn+lnlnm+2), while for the FW-KY
algorithm, it is at most 28n= + 16n(lnn + 1).
(b) The total number of iterations for the WA-TY method to obtain a solution u
which satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions is at most 56n= +32n(lnn+2).
(c) The total number of iterations for the FW-K algorithm to obtain an -optimal
solution (i.e., a solution u with g  g(u)  ) is at most 3:5n2=+4n(lnn+lnlnm+6),
while for the FW-KY algorithm, it is at most 3:5n2=+16n(lnn+2) and for the WA-TY
method it is at most 7n2= + 32n(lnn + 3).
24Proof: The argument for (a) is stated above the statement of the theorem, and
for (b) we need only note that the number of drop-iterations is bounded by the
number of add-iterations plus 2n.
For part (c) we note ﬁrst that if we have an =n-primal feasible solution
or one that satisﬁes the =n-approximate optimality conditions, then we au-
tomatically have an -optimal solution by Lemma 2.1.1. Thus (c) almost fol-
lows from (a) and (b). To obtain the improved coefﬁcient for n2=, and to
simplify the proof, we use the proof technique of Wolfe [33]. Let  denote
g   g(u) and + denote g   g(u+). We obtain a 1/2-primal feasible solu-
tion or one satisfying the 1/2-approximate optimality conditions in 14n or 28n
more steps than to ﬁnd a 1-primal feasible solution or one satisfying the 1-
approximate optimality conditions. From then on,   n=2 and u is not -
primal feasible or does not satisfy the -approximate optimality conditions
for all  < =n  1=2. Then Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 show that, at every
add-, increase-, or decrease-iteration, +     22=(7n2), so if we set ¯  to be
=(3:5n2) and similarly for ¯ +, we ﬁnd
1
¯ +

1
¯ (1   ¯ )

1 + ¯ 
¯ 
=
1
¯ 
+ 1;
and so, from its initial positive value, 1=¯  will increase to at least k in k iterations;
thus  will be at most  in at most 3:5n2= iterations. For the WA-TY method, the
bound must again be doubled for the drop-iterations. u t
Observe that the more complicated analysis of Khachiyan leads to bounds
on the number of iterations to be able to guarantee a certain quality solution,
whilethesimplerargumentforpart(c)givesboundsonthenumberofiterations
required to obtain a certain quality solution, but we may not know that this
quality has been reached.
252.2 Local Convergence of the WA-TY Algorithm
We now wish to show that the WA-TY algorithm modiﬁcation, i.e., the inclusion
of decrease- and drop-iterations, leads to an asymptotic bound that grows with
ln(1=) rather than 1=, that is linear convergence. Unfortunately, this bound
depends on the data of the problem as well as the dimensions, and so does not
provide a global complexity bound better than that above.
We use the following perturbation of (P):
minH0  lndetH
(P()) xT
i Hxi  n + i; i = 1;:::;m:
Given u satisfying the -approximate optimality conditions, let H(u) :=
(XUXT) 1 and deﬁne  := (u;) 2 Rm by
i :=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
n if ui = 0
xT
i H(u)xi   n else.
Observe that each component of  has absolute value at most n, and that this
property fails if we merely assume that u is -primal feasible. Moreover,
u
T =
X
i:ui>0
uii = u
T(u)   ne
Tu = n   n = 0: (2.2.9)
Lemma 2.2.1 Suppose u satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions. Then H(u)
is optimal in (P((u;))).
Proof: We note that H(u) is feasible and that u provides the required vector of
Lagrange multipliers, which sufﬁce because the problem is convex. u t
Let () denote the value function, the optimal value of (P()). Then  is
convex, and if u0 is any vector of Lagrange multipliers for the optimal solution
26of (P()), then u0 is a subgradient of  at . In particular, if u is any vector of
Lagrange multipliers for the optimal solution of (P), then u is a subgradient of
 at 0, and we ﬁnd for any u satisfying the -approximate optimality conditions
and  := (u;),
g(u) = f(H(u)) = ()  (0) + uT

= g + (u   u)T
 g   ku   ukkk:
(2.2.10)
Here the last equality follows from (2.2.9). We have already noted that kk 
n
p
m. To obtain an improvement on Lemma 2.1.1, we need to bound ku   uk.
Robinson’s second-order sufﬁcient condition [25] requires that the Hessian of
the Lagrangian be positive deﬁnite in certain directions; for linear constraints,
these are just the feasible (nonzero) directions. Since f is strongly convex near
any H  0 and the constraints are linear, this condition holds at (H;u0) for any
(P()), where H is the optimal solution and u0 any vector of Lagrange multipli-
ers. Moreover, since the constraints are linear and the Mangasarian-Fromovitz
constraint qualiﬁcation holds (when kk < 1), the constraints are regular in the
sense of Robinson at any feasible H. In addition, the constraints on H (besides
the open convex set constraint that H  0) are polyhedral, so that Robinson’s
Corollary 4.3 applies, which shows that, for some Lipschitz constant L, there is
some u which is a vector of Lagrange multipliers for (P) such that
ku   uk  Lkk  Ln
p
m
whenever kk is sufﬁciently small. From this and (2.2.10) we conclude
Proposition 2.2.1 There is some constant M > 0 (depending on the data of problem
(P)) such that, whenever u satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions for some
27sufﬁciently small , we have
g
   g(u)  M
2: (2.2.11)
Applying Proposition 2.2.1 instead of Lemma 2.1.1 in (2.1.7), we obtain
¯ h()  M
2=(2(=2)
2=7) = 14M for sufﬁciently small ; (2.2.12)
and this yields, using the argument above (2.1.8), the existence of a constant
Q > 0 with
¯ H()  Q + 28M ln(1=) for sufﬁciently small :
We therefore have
Theorem 2.2.1 There are data-dependent constants ¯ Q and ˆ Q such that:
(a) The WA-TY algorithm for problem (P) requires at most ¯ Q + 56M ln(1=) itera-
tions to obtain a solution that satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions; and
(b) The WA-TY algorithm for problem (P) gives a sequence of optimality gaps g  
g(u) that is nonincreasing and, asymptotically, at every add-, increase-, or decrease-
iteration, decreases by the factor 1 (3:5M) 1, so that at most ˆ Q+7M ln(1=) iterations
are required to obtain an -optimal solution.
Here M is as in Proposition 2.2.1.
Proof: Part (a) follows directly from the analysis above, again allowing for the
drop-iterations. For part (b), note that asymptotically, for every add-, increase-
or decrease-iteration, Lemma 2.1.2 and Proposition 2.2.1 imply that
g
   g(u+)  (1  
2
7M
)(g
   g(u));
which gives the result. u t
28To conclude this section, we observe that Proposition 2.2.1 not only is used
to help prove the convergence result above, but also implies that asymptotically,
solutions u that satisfy the -approximate optimality conditions are likely to be
much closer to optimality than those that are merely -primal feasible, even if
no improved bound can be given because M is unknown.
The local linear convergence property discussed in this section can be ap-
plied to other problems. In addition to our results in Chapters 3 and 4, Yıldırım
proves a similar result for the Minimum Enclosing Ball problem in [37]. Also
in [2], we prove linear convergence of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm with Wolfe’s
away steps [33] for the problem
maxu g(u)
(S) eTu = 1;
u  0;
(2.2.13)
where g is a twice continuously differentiable concave function on the simplex.
2.3 Identiﬁcation and Elimination of Interior Points
The following theorem provides a criterion to identify and eliminate points
which cannot be support points of the MVEE.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Harman-Pronzato [11]) For any -approximate optimal solution u,
no point xi such that
i(u) < n[1 +

2
 
p
(4 +    4=n)
2
]
can be a support point of the MVEE, i.e., any such point xi is an interior point of the
MVEE.
29Note that since we update  at every iteration, we can identify interior points of
the MVEE in O(m) time at every iteration and incorporate an elimination step
into any of the algorithms mentioned above. Since it is the most promising one,
we have done so for the WA-TY algorithm so that every 20 iterations points
which do not satisfy this criterion are eliminated. (The extra time spent for the
identiﬁcation of interior points and data handling related to their elimination
can be comparable to the total time spent for each iteration; hence the elimina-
tion procedure is not applied at every iteration, but once in every 20. This is a
number based on our practical experience and can be tuned for each data set.)
The modiﬁed version is called the WA-TY-e20 algorithm and outperforms the
original version as discussed in the next section.
2.4 Computational Study
In this section we present some computational results for the Wolfe-Atwood-
Todd-Yıldırım (WA-TY) modiﬁed FW algorithm, using different initialization
strategies. Speciﬁcally, we test the original Khachiyan initialization strategy,
where the initial feasible u is set to be the center of the simplex in Rm, that is,
ui = 1=m for all i = 1;:::;m. We also test the Kumar-Yıldırım initialization strat-
egy introduced in [18]. The speed-up (and also possible slow-down for some
extreme data sets) by the addition of the elimination technique discussed in
Section 2.3 is also investigated.
We compare the above Frank-Wolfe-type ﬁrst-order algorithms with a
second-order interior-point algorithm, the DRN algorithm proposed in Sun and
Freund [31]. For better illustration, we use the same test data sets as in Sun and
30Freund [31].
In Table 2.1, we compare the computation time of the DRN algorithm and
theWA-TYalgorithmwiththetwoinitializationstrategiesonsmall-tomedium-
sized data sets. The results given are the geometric means of the solution times
for 10 random problems, using the data sets from Table 2 of Sun and Freund
[31]. We set  = 10 7 for the WA-TY algorithm, and 1 = 2 = 10 7 for the DRN
algorithm (see Sun and Freund [31]). It is clear from the results that, while the
computation time for algorithm DRN increases dramatically with the increase
in the number of data points m, the running time for the WA-TY algorithm in-
creases more or less linearly. Therefore while DRN is slightly faster for small-
sized problems, the WA-TY algorithm shows a decisive advantage in large-scale
problems compared to the DRN algorithm not combined with active-set strate-
gies. However, when an active-set strategy is added to the DRN method, it be-
comes comparable or slightly faster than the WA-TY algorithm. Another obser-
vation is that the Kumar-Yıldırım initialization strategy demonstrates a consid-
erable advantage over the original Khachiyan initialization strategy, especially
for problems with large m.
We also tested the original FW-K and FW-KY algorithms. We stopped the
algorithmsafter100,000iterations, whichtookfrom300to450seconds, atwhich
point the optimality gap  was only around 10 4. It is striking that the away
steps enable the FW algorithm to achieve a high degree of accuracy.
We note that [31] did not take advantage of the rank-one updating formulae
for the FW-K method (called there the conditional gradient method) in the com-
plexity analysis in the end of Section 4. The pessimistic view regarding its com-
putation time in practice (see the end of Section 7 in [31]) is also partly due to the
31same error in the implementation. Our computational experience conﬁrms that
a correctly implemented FW-KY method is able to reach low accuracy (10 3) in
a reasonable time for small instances, but not high accuracy (10 7).
Table 2.1: Geometric mean of solution times of algorithms DRN (with and
without an active-set strategy) and the WA-TY algorithm with
theKumar-Yıldırıminitialization(KY)versustheKhachiyanini-
tialization (Kha).
Geometric Mean of Time (Seconds)
n m WA-TY (KY) WA-TY (Kha) DRN DRN/Act. Set
10 50 0.101 0.103 0.025 0.026
10 100 0.197 0.214 0.103 0.052
10 200 0.204 0.254 0.613 0.082
10 400 0.355 0.525 4.727 0.10
10 600 0.557 0.897 15.435 0.14
10 800 0.603 1.045 38.112 0.17
20 200 0.321 0.384 0.576 0.22
20 300 0.498 0.634 1.876 0.37
20 400 0.757 0.936 4.523 0.44
20 600 0.879 1.172 14.155 0.57
20 800 1.307 1.779 34.37 0.65
20 1000 1.289 1.982 71.292 0.66
20 1200 1.424 2.433 141.178 0.97
30 450 0.906 1.043 6.041 0.96
30 900 1.764 2.395 49.573 2.04
30 1350 2.529 3.794 187.907 2.48
30 1800 3.268 5.327 453.821 2.60
32Table 2.2 demonstrates the performance of the WA-TY algorithm on larger
data sets, compared with the DRN algorithm combined with an active-set strat-
egy as in Sun and Freund [31]. Again, the results given are the geometric means
of solution times and numbers of iterations for 10 random problems, now from
the data sets in Table 3 of Sun and Freund [31]. For the Kumar-Yıldırım ini-
tialization strategy, it seems that the computation time grows linearly in n and
m. The results also indicate that the Kumar-Yıldırım initialization is not only
advantageous in theory, but also in practice, especially for large-scale problems.
The superiority in the active-set strategies suggests the potential of speeding
up the computations by combining the WA-TY algorithm with some active-set
heuristics.
Table 2.2: Geometric mean of solution times and numbers of iterations
of the WA-TY algorithm with the Kumar-Yıldırım initialization
versus the Khachiyan initialization and the DRN algorithm with
an active-set strategy.
Dimensions WA-TY (KY Init.) WA-TY (Kha. Init.) DRN/Act. Set
n m Time (sec.) # Iter. Time (sec.) # Iter. Time (sec.)
20 1,000 1.24 1885.9 2.16 2974.8 0.77
10 10,000 6.06 2108.5 45.59 11943.6 0.55
20 10,000 12.84 4055.5 56.10 13828.6 2.13
20 20,000 20.07 3714.9 177.66 23755.9 2.71
20 30,000 42.87 5403.8 394.78 35328.5 3.35
30 10,000 19.60 5479.0 66.89 15137.8 7.29
30 20,000 38.32 5839.5 222.60 25941.5 8.73
30 30,000 57.98 6085.8 458.17 36032.4 9.47
Wehavealsotestedtheeffectivenessoftheeliminationtechniqueintroduced
33in Section 2.3 on large data sets. Table 2.3 presents the results for the WA-TY al-
gorithm versus the WA-TY-e20 algorithm (with elimination). KY initialization
is used for all tests. The instances are randomly generated as in Sun and Freund
[31]. The results given are the geometric means of solution times for 10 ran-
dom problems required to obtain a 10 7-approximate optimal solution. Since
eliminated points do not affect steps taken by the algorithm, the number of iter-
ations are equal for both algorithms. As the results demonstrate, the WA-TY-e20
algorithm is faster than the WA-TY algorithm and the positive effect of the elim-
ination technique increases as the number of data points are increased.
Table 2.3: Geometric mean of solution times of the WA-TY algorithm ver-
sus the WA-TY-e20 algorithm.
Dimensions WA-TY WA-TY-e20
n m Time (sec.) Time (sec.)
50 1000 1.4836 1.1684
50 3000 4.7456 2.5459
50 5000 10.504 4.7144
50 10000 23.372 7.8781
50 30000 81.652 20.232
50 50000 139.43 32.975
50 100000 306.01 64.647
50 300000 1159 200.3
50 500000 2260.2 364.6
In an attempt to assess the extent of extra overhead due to the elimination
procedure, weconsidereddatasetswhereallpointslieon(oralmoston)theunit
sphere centered at the origin. An input set A is said to lie on a -approximate
34unit sphere centered at the origin, denoted by S, if A  S := fx 2 Rn : 1    
kxk  1 + g. For an input set A  S where   0 is small, the elimination
procedure will keep testing input points for removal once in every 20 iterations
but will be unable to remove a substantial subset of the input set. In the ex-
treme case where  = 0, none of the input points can be removed since there
would be no interior point. This extra overhead will necessarily result in an in-
crease in the running time of an algorithm that uses the elimination procedure.
We generated random input sets A  S, where  2 f0;0:001;0:01;0:1;0:2g, with
sizes (n;m) varying from (10;500) to (50;50000). For each choice of experimen-
tal parameters, the computational results averaged over ten data sets. We used
 = 10 3. The computational results are reported in terms of averages over these
instances in Table 2.4, which is divided into two sets of columns. The ﬁrst set of
columns reports the size (n;m). The second set of columns presents the results
regarding the “slow-down” factor measured in terms of the ratio of the running
time of the WA-TY method with the elimination procedure (i.e., the WA-TY-e20
method) to the running time of the same algorithm without the elimination.
This set is further divided into ﬁve columns corresponding to different values
of the parameter . A close examination of the table reveals that the slow-down
factors usually remain at an acceptable level. Note that the elimination proce-
dure leads to an extra overhead of at most 65% on all instances. A comparison
of the slow-down and speed-up factors stemming from our experiments seems
to justify the use of the elimination procedure especially since spherical (ellip-
soidal) input sets would not likely be encountered in practical applications.
As we noted in the introduction, ﬁrst-order methods such as the WA-TY
algorithm can be applied to large-scale problems in high dimension n, which
cannot be solved (usually because of memory limitations) by the DRN method,
35Table 2.4: Experimental Results for Almost Spherical Input Sets
Dimensions 
n m 0 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.2
10 500 1.6405 0.8879 0.9842 1.1839 1.121
10 1000 1.2723 0.9110 1.0379 0.9335 1.0031
20 5000 0.9577 0.7383 0.7918 0.6187 0.5657
20 10000 0.8856 0.7425 0.7350 0.4645 0.4076
30 30000 0.9703 0.9427 0.9406 0.5704 0.4816
50 50000 1.0404 1.1455 1.162 0.9036 0.8055
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Figure 2.1: Linear Convergence of WA-TY.
even with an active-set strategy. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the typical behav-
ior of the WA-TY algorithm on such a large data set. The curves indicate the
number of iterations needed to satisfy the -approximate optimality conditions
on a randomly generated data set with 10,000 points in 500-dimensional space.
From Figure 2.1 we can clearly observe the linear convergence of the WA-TY
algorithm, which seems to occur from the ﬁrst iteration. We followed the same
approach as in [31] to randomly generate 10 data sets with the same dimen-
sions. It took the WA-TY algorithm 10 to 30 minutes (24.7 minutes on average)
to solve each case to obtain a 10 7-approximate optimal solution. When we
36use WA-TY-e20, these problems can be solved in 4 to 13 minutes. The mem-
ory usage to solve these instances (without elimination) was generally around
166 megabytes (166M), with periodic jumps to up to 208M. As a comparison,
when we used the DRN algorithm (without the active-set strategy) to solve a
much smaller case with 1800 points in 30-dimensional space (one of those used
to generate the last row of Table 2.1), the memory usage constantly jumped be-
tween 190M and 218M. With an active-set strategy, the DRN algorithm is able
to solve some cases with 10,000 points in 100-dimensional space with similar
memory usage.1 When we attempted to run a case with dimensions 10010,000
using the DRN algorithm without active-set strategy, Matlab crashed due to
an “Out of memory” error, after consuming more than 2G memory. Even with an
active-set strategy, Matlab crashed for the same reason on 50010,000 cases. Our
results are the ﬁrst reported in the literature that solve MVEE problems of sizes
as large as 50010,000 to near-optimality, clearly demonstrating the robustness
of the WA-TY algorithm in solving extremely large-scale instances of the MVEE
problem. Incorporation of the elimination technique increases the attractiveness
of the WA-TY algorithm even further.
1The number of points in an active set, and therefore the memory usage, depend on the data
and implementation details of the active set algorithm.
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THE TRACE CRITERION
Let X = fx1;:::; xmg  Rn be a set of regression vectors and X denote a matrix
of order n  m whose columns consist of these vectors. Finding a design which
minimizes the mean dispersion of the parameters in (1.1.4) amounts to solving
maxu ˆ g(u) :=  Trace(XUXT) 1
( ˆ D) eTu = 1;
u  0;
where matrix U is a diagonal matrix with the components of u on its diagonal
and e is a vector of ones in Rm as in the previous chapters. Problem ( ˆ D) is re-
ferred to as the A-optimal design problem in statistics. In [7], Fedorov proved
thataFrank-Wolfetypealgorithmconvergestoanoptimaldesignanddiscussed
the conditions under which D-optimal and A-optimal designs coincide. In this
chapter, we will introduce a pair of problems dual to each other and closely
related to ( ˆ D). Using the interplay between these problems, we will develop
various Frank-Wolfe type algorithms and prove that an -approximate solution
(deﬁned as in Chapter 1) can be obtained in O(nlnn +  1) or O(lnm +  1) itera-
tions. Each step of the algorithm can be performed in O(nm) arithmetic opera-
tions. In Section 3.3, we will prove that some of these algorithms possess a local
linear convergence property. These algorithms are also preferable in practice as
illustrated by the computational results in Section 3.4.
383.1 Duality and Optimality Conditions
Consider the following two problems:
min f(H) :=  2lnTraceH1=2
(P) xT
i Hxi  1; i = 1;:::;m;
and
maxu g(u) :=  lnTrace(XUXT) 1
(D) eTu = 1;
u  0:
(P) is a special case of Pq in Chapter 1 in which q = 1=2. From a geometric
point of view, it is the problem of ﬁnding an ellipsoid which encloses all data
points in X and has the largest sum of inverses of its semi-axes. Also (D) is a
special case of Dp in Chapter 1 where p =  1. This problem is equivalent to
the statistical problem ( ˆ D) introduced above. We will use both (D) and ( ˆ D) in
order to develop and analyze ﬁrst-order algorithms for solving all of the three
problems mentioned above simultaneously. We will ﬁrst establish weak duality:
Lemma 3.1.1 [Weak Duality] We have f(H)  g(u) for any H and u feasible in (P)
and (D), respectively.
Proof: Follows from Lemma 1.3.1 since p =  1 and q = 1=2 are conjugate num-
bers in ( 1;1]. Note that we have omitted an additive constant in the objective
functions of (P) and (D) in this chapter unlike Chapter 1. u t
We next show that having two feasible solutions H and u such that f(H) =
g(u) is not just sufﬁcient but also necessary for optimality.
39Theorem 3.1.1 [Strong Duality] There exist optimal solutions H and u for problems
(P) and (D), respectively. Furthermore, the following conditions, together with primal
and dual feasibility, are necessary and sufﬁcient for optimality in both (P) and (D):
a. H =
(XUXT) 2
Trace(XUXT) 1,
b. xT
i Hxi = 1 if u
i > 0.
Proof: As in the previous lemma, the proof follows from Theorem 1.3.1 for p =
 1 and q = 1=2. u t
After some simpliﬁcation, the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for u to be
optimal in (D) can be written as
(i) i(u)  uT(u) for all i, and
(ii) i(u) = uT(u) if u
i > 0,
where (u) := rˆ g(u) = (xT
i (XUXT) 2xi)m
i=1. We say that a feasible solution u for
(D) is -primal feasible if i(u)  uT(u)(1 + ) for all i, and say that it satisﬁes
the -approximate optimality conditions or it is an -approximate optimal solution
if moreover i(u)  uT(u)(1   ) for all i such that ui > 0. (Note that these
deﬁnitions can be deduced from those in Chapter 1 for p =  1 and q = 1=2.)
Lemma 3.1.2 Let u be an -primal feasible solution. Then we have
i. 0  g   g(u)  ln(1 + )
ii. 1 
ˆ g(u)
ˆ g  1 + ;
where g and ˆ g are the optimal objective function values of (D) and ( ˆ D), respectively.
40Proof: Since u is an -primal feasible solution,
(XUXT) 2
(1+)Trace(XUXT) 1 is feasible with
respect to (P). Let H and u be optimal solutions of (P) and (D), respectively.
Then we have
 2lnTrace
 
(XUXT) 2
(1 + )Trace(XUXT) 1
!1=2
+ 2lnTraceH
1=2  0;or
ln(1 + )   lnTrace(XUX
T)
 1   g(u
)  0;from which
0  g
   g(u)  ln(1 + ); (3.1.1)
which proves (i). Property (ii) follows from g =  ln( ˆ g). u t
3.2 Algorithms and Analysis
In the rest of this chapter, we will develop various iterative algorithms for solv-
ing (D) and ( ˆ D). We will assume that the following assumption holds, i.e., (u)
is bounded from above, for every feasible solution u produced by these algo-
rithms:
Assumption 3.2.1 The dual feasible variable u satisﬁes (u)   for some  > 1.
The objective function ˆ g of ( ˆ D) is a concave function with gradient (u) and
that, with
u+ := (1   )u + ej; (3.2.2)
rank-one update formulae give
ˆ g(u+) =  Trace(XU+X
T)
 1
=  Trace
0
B B B B B @(1 + )
0
B B B B B @(XUX
T)
 1  
(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1 + j(u)
1
C C C C C A
1
C C C C C A
41=  (1 + )
0
B B B B B B @Trace(XUX
T)
 1  
Trace

(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1 + j(u)
1
C C C C C C A
= (1 + )ˆ g(u) +
(1 + )
1 + j(u)
j(u); (3.2.3)
where  = 
1  and j(u) := xT
j (XUXT) 1xj as in Chapter 2. The partial derivative
of the objective function is equal to
@ˆ g(u+)
@
= ˆ g(u) +
2j(u) + 2 + 1
(1 + j(u))2 j(u): (3.2.4)
Let ˆ g, j, and j be shorthand for ˆ g(u), j(u), and j(u), respectively. The nu-
merator of the partial derivative is equal to the left-hand side of the following
equation (the denominator is positive):
(
2
j ˆ g + jj)
2 + (2jˆ g + 2j) + ˆ g + j = 0: (3.2.5)
We can ﬁnd the best step size  (or ) by investigating the roots of the quadratic
equation (3.2.5) and the boundary condition (   uj) arising from the nonneg-
ativity of the dual feasible solutions as follows:
 if we have either jˆ g + j = 0 or (1   j)(j + jˆ g)  0 (which is equivalent
to j  1 since j + jˆ g  0 for any feasible solution),
– and if ˆ g + j  0, then  = 1 and hence  = 1,
– else (i.e., ˆ g + j < 0),  =  uj;
 otherwise  is equal to one of the roots of the quadratic (3.2.5), which are


1;2 =
 jˆ g   j 
q
(jˆ g + j)2   (2
j ˆ g + jj)(ˆ g + j)
(2
j ˆ g + jj)
=
 jˆ g   j 
p
j(1   j)(j + jˆ g)
(2
j ˆ g + jj)
;
or  uj which is feasible and gives the greatest improvement in the objec-
tive function.
42Once we ﬁnd the step size, we can calculate (u+) and (u+) from
i(u+) = x
T
i (XU+X
T)
 1xi
= x
T
i
0
B B B B B @(1 + )
0
B B B B B @(XUX
T)
 1  
(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1 + j(u)
1
C C C C C A
1
C C C C C A xi
= (1 + )i(u)  
(1 + )
1 + j(u)
ij(u)
2
= (1 + )(i(u)   ij(u)
2); (3.2.6)
and
i(u+) = x
T
i (XU+X
T)
 2xi
= x
T
i ((1 + )
0
B B B B B @(XUX
T)
 1  
(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1 + j(u)
1
C C C C C A:::
(1 + )
0
B B B B B @(XUX
T)
 1  
(XUXT) 1xjxT
j (XUXT) 1
1 + j(u)
1
C C C C C A)xi
= (1 + )
2x
T
i ((XUX
T)
 2  
2
1 + j(u)
(XUX
T)
 2xjx
T
j (XUX
T)
 1:::
+
2
(1 + j(u))2(XUX
T)
 1xjx
T
j (XUX
T)
 2xjx
T
j (XUX
T)
 1)xi
= (1 + )
2i(u)   2
(1 + )2
1 + j(u)
ij(u)ij(u) +
(1 + )22
(1 + j(u))2ij(u)
2j(u)
= (1 + 
2)(i(u)   2ij(u)ij(u) + 
2ij(u)
2j(u)); (3.2.7)
where  := 
1+j(u), ij(u) := xT
i (XUXT) 1xj, and ij(u) := xT
i (XUXT) 2xj. Note
that all updates can be performed cheaply (in O(nm) operations) as in Chapter
2; however the hidden constants in this chapter are approximately two times
larger than those in the previous chapter.
Now we will describe two Frank-Wolfe type algorithms. The ﬁrst algorithm
(Algorithm3.2.1)usespositivestepsizesandseeksan-primalfeasiblesolution;
whereas the second one (Algorithm 3.2.2) may also have negative step sizes
and stops when an -approximate optimal solution is found. This algorithm
is an extension of the ﬁrst one with Wolfe’s away steps. We will show that
43although these algorithms have similar global complexity results, away steps
are necessary in order to achieve high accuracy, a phenomenon we have also
observed for the MVEE problem in Chapter 2.
Algorithm 3.2.1
Input: X 2 Rnm,  > 0.
Step 0. Let u = (1=m)e. Compute (u) and (u).
Step 1. Find j := argmaxlfl(u)   uT(u)g.
If
j(u)
uT(u)   1  ,
STOP: u is an -primal feasible solution.
Step 2. Replace u as in (3.2.2), where  > 0 is chosen to maximize g.
Step 3. Update (u) and (u). Go to Step 1.
44Algorithm 3.2.2
Input: X 2 Rnm,  > 0.
Step 0. Let u = (1=m)e. Compute (u) and (u).
Step 1. Find j := argmaxlfl(u)   uT(u)g and i := argminfl(u)   eT(u) : ul > 0g.
If
j(u)
uT(u)   1   and 1  
i(u)
uT(u)  ,
STOP: u is an -approximate optimal solution.
Else,
if j(u)   uT(u) > uT(u)   i(u), go to Step 2;
else, go to Step 3.
Step 2. Replace u as in (3.2.2), where  > 0 is chosen to maximize g. Go to Step 4.
Step 3. Replace u by u+ := (1   )u + ei, where now  is chosen from
negative values to maximize g subject to u+ remaining feasible.
Step 4. Update (u) and (u). Go to Step 1.
If we look closely at these algorithms, we can identify three different types
of iterations. Let ul be the dual feasible solution at hand at iteration number l, ejl
be the vertex that we use in our update and l be the step size associated with
this update. We refer to iteration l as
- an add/increase step if l > 0,
- a decrease step if ul
jl > 0 and
 ul
jl
1 ul
jl
< l < 0, and
- a drop step if ul
jl > 0 and l =
 ul
jl
1 ul
jl
.
We only have add/increase steps in Algorithm 3.2.1, whereas all types of steps
can be performed in Algorithm 3.2.2. Note that after a drop step we have ul+1
jl =
450. In such a step, we may not be able to improve the objective function as much
as we desire. Fortunately, the number of drop steps is bounded above by the
number of add steps plus a constant (the number of positive components of the
initial solution), and hence studying only the ﬁrst two types of steps will be
enough to obtain convergence results.
Lemma 3.2.1 u0 = (1=m)e = 1
m(1;1;:::;1) is an (m   1)-primal feasible solution.
Proof: We have
X
i
ui
xT
i (XUXT) 2xi
Trace(XUXT) 1 =
Trace(XUXT) 1
Trace(XUXT) 1 = 1;
for any dual feasible solution u. In particular, for u0 = 1
m(1;1;:::;1) we have
X
i
1
m
xT
i (XU0XT) 2xi
Trace(XU0XT) 1 = 1;and hence
max x
T
i (XU
0X
T)
 2xi  mTrace(XU
0X
T)
 1;
where U0 = Diag(u0). Hence u0 is an (m   1)-primal feasible solution. u t
We now analyze the ﬁrst algorithm closely:
Lemma 3.2.2 As long as ul satisfy Assumption 3.2.1 for all l = 1;2;:::, Algorithm
3.2.1 ﬁnds an -primal feasible solution in at most
L() = O(lnm + 
 1) (3.2.8)
steps. The constants hidden in the ‘big oh’ are linearly dependent on the constant  in
Assumption 3.2.1.
46Proof: We will ﬁrst prove that
L(1) = minfljl  1g = O(lnm): (3.2.9)
Let jl be the index of the pivot point at iteration l, l be the step size, and l =
l
1 l.
At each iteration l with l  1, from (3.2.3), we have
ˆ g(u
l+1)   ˆ g(u
l) = lˆ g(u
l) +
l(1 + l)
1 + ljl(ul)
sl

1
2jl(ul)
ˆ g(u
l)  
1
2jl(ul)
1 + 1
2jl(ul)jl(ul)
2ˆ g(u
l)

1
2jl(ul)
ˆ g(u
l)
0
B B B B @1  
2
1 + 1
2
1
C C C C A
  
ˆ g(ul)
6
: (3.2.10)
The ﬁrst inequality follows since the improvement obtained from choosing the
best step length is at least as good as the improvement obtained by using any
step length; in particular, it can be bounded by plugging in l = 1
2jl(ul).
Hence we have
ˆ g(u
l+1)  (1  
1
6
)ˆ g(u
l): (3.2.11)
Using Lemmas 3.1.2 and 3.2.1,
ˆ g(u
0)  mˆ g
: (3.2.12)
Combining inequalities (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), we obtain
ˆ g
  ˆ g(u
l)  (1   1
6)lˆ g(u0)  (1   1
6)lmˆ g  e  l
6mˆ g: (3.2.13)
Hence we must have L(1)  6ln(m) = O(lnm):
Now assume that l  1 and deﬁne h(l) := minfhjl+h  l=2g. As long as
l+h  =2, from (3.2.3) we also have
ˆ g(u
l+h+1)   ˆ g(u
l+h)  ˆ g(u
l+h)
l
4l+h(ul)
0
B B B B B @1  
1 + l=2
1 +
l
4l+h(ul)l+h(ul)
1
C C C C C A
47  
2
l
32
ˆ g
: (3.2.14)
Again, the ﬁrst inequality is obtained by setting l =
l
4l+h(ul). On the other hand,
Lemma 3.1.2 gives
ˆ g(ul)
ˆ g  1 + l: (3.2.15)
Combining equations (3.2.14) and (3.2.15), we get h(l)  32
l . Therefore
H() = h(l) + h(l=2) + h(l=4) + ::: + h(l=2
dlnl=e 1)
 32
 
1
l
+
2
l
+
4
l
+ ::: +
2dlnl=e 1
l
!

64

= O(
 1); (3.2.16)
iterations are required to obtain an -primal feasible solution starting with a
solution l  1. Combining (3.2.16) and (3.2.9) completes the proof. u t
Once we take care of the drop steps, the analysis of the algorithm with away
steps is no more complicated.
Lemma 3.2.3 As long as ul satisfy Assumption 3.2.1 for all l = 1;2;:::, Algorithm
3.2.2 ﬁnds an -approximate optimal solution in at most
L() = O(m + 
 1) (3.2.17)
steps. The constants hidden in the ‘big oh’ are linearly dependent on the constant  in
Assumption 3.2.1.
Proof: We can only have add/increase steps when l  1; hence Algorithms 3.2.1
and 3.2.2 take the same steps until the ﬁrst solution uˆ l with ˆ l  1 is encountered.
So that
L(1) = minfljl  1g = O(lnm) (3.2.18)
48holds for Algorithm 3.2.2 as well.
Now assume that l  1 and deﬁne h(l) := minfhjl+h  l=2g as before. Let us
look at the improvement in the objective function at the (l + h)th iteration. There
are three cases:
1. If this is an add/increase step, then
ˆ g(u
l+h+1)   ˆ g(u
l+h)   
2
l
32
ˆ g
 (3.2.19)
from (3.2.14);
2. if it is a decrease step, we have
ˆ g(u
l+h+1)   ˆ g(u
l+h)  ˆ g(u
l+h)
 l
4l+h
0
B B B B B @1  
1   l=2
1  
l
4l+hl+h
1
C C C C C A
  
2
l
16
ˆ g
; (3.2.20)
3. otherwise (it is a drop step), we can only conclude that
ˆ g(u
l+h+1)   ˆ g(u
l+h)  0: (3.2.21)
Hence we have
ˆ g(u
l+h+1)   ˆ g(u
l+h)   
2
l
32
g
; (3.2.22)
whenever we have an add/increase or decrease step.
On the other hand, using Lemma 3.1.2 we have
ˆ g(ul)
ˆ g  1 + l: (3.2.23)
Combining equations (3.2.22) and (3.2.23), we need to perform at most
h(l) 
32
l
49add/increase and decrease steps to obtain an l=2-approximate optimal solu-
tion starting with an l-approximate optimal solution. Applying this argument
repeatedly, we conclude that we need at most
H() = h(l) + h(l=2) + h(l=4) + ::: + h(l=2
dlnl=e 1)
 32
 
1
l
+
2
l
+
4
l
+ ::: +
2dlnl=e 1
l
!

64

= O(
 1); (3.2.24)
add/increase and decrease iterations to obtain an -approximate optimal solu-
tion starting with an l-approximate optimal solution where l 2 (0;1]. Since the
number of drop steps is bounded above by the number of add steps plus m (the
number of positive components of the initial solution u0), (3.2.17) is immediate.
u t
The following lemma shows that (for the same set of data points) an ap-
proximate solution to the D-optimal design problem is also close to the optimal
solution of the A-optimal design problem in some sense.
Lemma 3.2.4 LetuD bea-primalfeasiblesolutionfortheD-optimaldesign(asdeﬁned
as in Chapter 2), then uD is an (n + n   1)-primal feasible solution for (D).
Proof: For all 1  j  m, we have
x
T
j (XU
DX
T)
 2xj = Trace((XU
DX
T)
 1(XU
DX
T)
 1=2xjx
T
j (XU
DX
T)
 1=2)
 Trace((XU
DX
T)
 1)Trace((XU
DX
T)
 1=2xjx
T
j (XU
DX
T)
 1=2)
 Trace((XU
DX
T)
 1)Trace(x
T
j (XU
DX
T)
 1xj)
 Trace((XU
DX
T)
 1)(n + n);
whereUD = Diag(uD). ThisprovesthatuD isan(n+n 1)-primalfeasiblesolution
for (D). u t
50Let us call the algorithm which ﬁnds a 1-approximate optimal solution for
the D-optimal design problem using WA-TY method of Chapter 2 and proceeds
with Steps 1, 2, and 3 of Algorithm 3.2.1 as Algorithm 3.2.1-MV; and that pro-
ceeds with Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Algorithm 3.2.2 as Algorithm 3.2.2-MV. When
m  n, these algorithms perform signiﬁcantly better than the original ones as
the following lemma suggests. In addition, we are able to obtain core-set results
for free.
Lemma 3.2.5 As long as ul satisfy Assumption 3.2.1 for all l = 1;2;:::,
a. Algorithm 3.2.1-MV ﬁnds an -primal feasible solution in at most
L() = O(nlnn + 
 1) (3.2.25)
steps;
b. Algorithm 3.2.2-MV ﬁnds an -approximate optimal solution in at most
L() = O(minfm;nlnng + 
 1) (3.2.26)
steps;
c. furthermore, Algorithm 3.2.1-MV identiﬁes a set A  X such that
jAj  O(nlnn + 
 1)
and an -primal feasible solution u for the A-optimal design problem deﬁned over
data set A is also an -primal feasible solution for the A-optimal design problem
deﬁned over data set X; and
d. Algorithm 3.2.2-MV identiﬁes a set A  X such that
jAj  O(nlnn + 
 1)
51and an -approximate optimal solution u for the A-optimal design problem deﬁned
over data set A is also an -approximate optimal solution for the A-optimal design
problem deﬁned over data set X.
Proof: Part (b) of Theorem 2.1.1 shows that we can obtain a 1-approximate op-
timal solution for the D-optimal design problem in O(nlnn) iterations. Let u0 be
such a solution. Lemmas 3.1.2 and 3.2.4 give
ˆ g(u
0)  2nˆ g
: (3.2.27)
Replacing (3.2.12) with (3.2.27) in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, gives L(1) = O(lnn)
for Algorithm 3.2.1-MV. Since the rest of the proof is unchanged, Algorithm
3.2.1-MV ﬁnds an -primal feasible solution in L() = O(nlnn + lnn +  1) =
O(nlnn +  1) iterations, which proves (a).
Similarly, (b) follows from Lemma 3.2.3 with replacing L(1) = O(lnn) and
noticing that the number of positive components in u0 is bounded above by
O(minfm;nlnng) as proved in [18].
Let ˆ u be the output of Algorithm 3.2.1-MV. Letting A = fxi : ˆ ui > 0g proves (c)
since the number of positive components of ˆ u is bounded above by the number
of positive components in the initial solution (which is 2n as discussed in [18])
plus the number of add steps (which is less than the total number of iterations
proved in part (a)). Similar arguments can be used to prove part (d). u t
3.3 Local Convergence Properties
In this section, we will show that Algorithms 3.2.2 and 3.2.2-MV are locally lin-
early convergent, i.e., the number of iterations grows with O(ln 1) not O( 1)
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Figure 3.1: Behavior of Algorithm 3.2.2 for (m;n) = (10000;100).
asymptotically under certain assumptions. The typical behavior of the algo-
rithms as demonstrated in Figure 3.1 illustrates this property. Unfortunately,
this bound depends on the data of the problem as well as the dimensions and
the constant  deﬁned as in Lemma 3.2.3, and so does not provide global com-
plexity bounds better than those above.
Let us look at the following perturbation of the primal problem (P):
min f(H) :=  2lnTraceH1=2
(P()) xT
i Hxi  1 + i; i = 1;:::;m:
Given u satisfying the -approximate optimality conditions, let H(u) :=
(XUXT) 2
Trace(XUXT) 1 and deﬁne  := (u;) as
53i(u;) :=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
 if ui = 0;
xT
i H(u)xi   1 else.
Note that, each component of perturbation vector  is absolutely bounded by 
and uT =
P
j:uj>0 ujxT
j (XUXT) 2xj
Trace(XUXT) 1   1 = 1   1 = 0. H(u) is optimal w.r.t. P((u;)), since
it is feasible and u provides the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers. Let ()
be the value function, the optimal value of (P()). If u is a vector of multipliers
corresponding to the optimal solution of (P), then u is a subgradient of  at 0.
For any -approximate optimal solution u and  := (u;), we have
g(u) = f(H(u)) = ()  (0) + u
T

= g
 + (u
   u)
T  g
   ku   u
kkk: (3.3.28)
Since f(H) is strongly convex near any H  0 and the constraints are linear,
Robinson’s second order condition holds at (H; ˆ u) for any P(), where H is the
optimal solution and ˆ u is any Lagrangian multiplier. Moreover, the linear con-
straints are regular at any feasible point and they are polyhedral, therefore
Robinson’s Corollary 4.3 applies, which shows that
ku   u
k  Lkk  L
p
m;
where L is a data-dependent constant and whenever kk is sufﬁciently small.
Hence we conclude
g
   g(u)  M
2 (3.3.29)
for some M depending on the data of the problem (P). Using inequality (3.3.29),
we can ﬁnd a constant ˆ c such that
ˆ g(ul)
ˆ g  e
M2
l  1 + ˆ c
2
l ; (3.3.30)
54for any l-approximate solution ul, as long as l is small enough. Using (3.3.30)
instead of (3.2.23) in the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 we obtain the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.1 Under the assumption of Lemma 3.2.3, there exists a data-dependent
constant Q such that Algorithms 3.2.2 and 3.2.2-MV discussed above converges to an
-approximate optimal solution in O(Q + ln(1=)) steps.
3.4 Computational Study
In this section we present some computational results for Algorithms 3.2.1 and
3.2.2, using different initialization strategies: the Khachiyan initialization (KH)
strategy, where the initial feasible solution u is the center of the unit simplex,
i.e., ui = 1=m for all i = 1;:::;m; the Kumar-Yıldırım initialization (KY) strategy
introduced in [18]; and a new strategy (MV) where the initial solution is set to
be a 1-approximate optimal solution obtained by the WA-TY method of Chapter
2. All experiments were carried out on a 3.40 GHz Pentium IV processor with
1.0 GB RAM using MATLAB version R2006b.
In Table 3.1, we compare the computation time of the algorithms described
above with three initializations on small- to medium-sized data sets. The data
sets are generated as in [31]. The results presented are the geometric means of
the solution times for 10 random problems to obtain an -primal feasible (for Al-
gorithm 3.2.1) or an -approximate optimal solution (for Algorithm 3.2.2) where
 = 10 3. It is clear from the results that Algorithm 3.2.2 preforms signiﬁcantly
better than Algorithm 3.2.1 showing that away steps are necessary for develop-
55Table 3.1: Geometric mean of solution times of Algorithms 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
for small-medium sized problems with different initializations
Geometric Mean of Time (Seconds)
Algorithm 3.2.1 Algorithm 3.2.2
n m Kha KY MV Kha KY MV
10 100 10.5 10.3 10.1 1.2 1.3 1.9
10 200 10.8 9.9 10.6 0.6 1.4 1.1
10 400 11.9 11.2 12.5 0.4 0.8 1.0
10 600 13.3 13.0 12.7 0.6 1.1 0.8
10 800 13.9 13.4 13.4 1.0 1.5 1.2
20 200 37.9 36.4 35.3 1.2 0.8 0.6
20 300 39.6 40.0 39.2 1.4 1.1 1.0
20 400 38.3 38.5 39.7 0.7 1.7 1.6
20 600 49.2 49.2 45.7 0.9 2.0 2.9
20 800 52.6 54.5 52.3 1.2 2.5 3.4
20 1000 57.1 54.4 53.1 1.7 3.4 3.4
20 1200 58.7 56.4 56.6 1.8 5.3 5.0
30 450 108.6 100.1 93.9 2.0 2.9 2.8
30 900 130.0 119.6 127.5 1.5 4.7 4.5
30 1350 142.3 121.3 120.9 2.3 6.5 5.8
30 1800 154.2 131.3 128.9 3.5 7.6 7.7
ing efﬁcient algorithms. For these instances, it is hard to make conclusions on
the performances of the initialization strategies.
Table 3.2 presents the performance of the algorithms on larger data sets.
56Table 3.2: Geometric mean of solution times of Algorithms 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
for large problems with different initializations
Geometric Mean of Time (Seconds)
Algorithm 3.2.1 Algorithm 3.2.2
n m Kha KY MV Kha KY MV
5 10000 17.267 12.208 11.641 35.236 3.5327 3.5428
5 20000 26.57 20.417 20.905 55.491 7.8292 7.4747
5 30000 35.941 29.808 30.374 43.136 7.9607 9.8677
5 50000 58.433 54.698 52.828 98.456 28.159 28.715
10 10000 43.677 32.431 32.173 38.017 5.7187 5.5486
10 20000 76.886 67.377 66.554 138.93 10.604 10.154
10 30000 103.56 87.166 90.091 126.69 17.158 15.499
20 10000 141.76 113.23 117.45 48.849 18.482 19.234
20 20000 211.44 186.48 183.35 196.31 40.659 39.256
20 30000 287.15 253.81 252.65 385.37 53.223 45.749
20 50000 426.9 395.6 402.68 543.22 99.232 91.305
30 10000 295.09 247.77 243.47 59.061 27.439 31.508
30 20000 451.68 395.66 402.26 220.01 74.113 61.231
30 30000 606.04 536.8 528.98 500.77 89.2 96.194
50 50000 2308.2 2154.5 2142.8 1992.3 370.77 327.79
Again, the results are the geometric means of the solution times of 10 random
problems generated as in [31] for each parameter set. The results indicate that
for these instances where m  n, the MV initialization is outperforming the
Khachiyan initialization as Lemma 3.2.5 suggests. Since the KY initialization
is somehow close to the MV initialization, its performance it similar to the MV
57Table 3.3: Geometric mean of solution times of Algorithm 3.2.2-MV with
different (update) selection strategies for small instances
Time (Seconds) Iterations
n m ALL Orig. ALL Orig.
20 200 0.54 0.85 510.7 1697.9
20 300 0.67 1.16 638.5 2252
20 400 0.91 1.72 772.08 3122
20 600 1.45 2.02 904.9 3254
20 800 2.01 2.57 1028.9 3918.6
20 1000 2.67 3.41 1189.9 4836.6
20 1200 3.00 5.35 1195.3 6397
30 450 1.26 2.90 963.3 4467.3
30 900 2.82 4.71 1314.6 5723.7
30 1350 4.68 6.59 1660.4 6976.3
30 1800 6.33 7.67 1782.9 7706.8
20 1000 2.54 3.49 1168.4 4694.9
initialization. One should not be surprised by the fact that Algorithm 3.2.2 with
the Khachiyan initialization is very slow on these instances, since the initial so-
lution has many entries with positive weights and the algorithm needs to take
many drop steps before converging to the optimal solution. Fortunately, other
twoinitializationsareabletoﬁndaccuratesolutionsinshorttime. Wehavetried
even larger data sets to explore the limits of the algorithms. We were able to ﬁnd
10 4-approximate optimal solutions to instances where n = 500 and m = 10000
(generated as before) with Algorithm 3.2.2 using KY initialization under 30 min-
utes.
58Table 3.4: Geometric mean of solution times of Algorithm 3.2.2-MV with
different (update) selection strategies for large instances
Time (Seconds) Iterations
n m ALL Orig. ALL Orig.
10 10000 13.33 5.71 875.8 2656.5
20 10000 26.08 18.48 1634.5 6072.5
20 20000 59.32 40.61 1879.8 6852.7
20 30000 102.14 62.41 2220.3 7854.7
30 10000 42.95 27.43 2547.9 7100.8
30 20000 101.86 74.11 3085.6 10515
30 30000 140.42 89.2 2876.5 8899.2
50 50000 428.3 370.7 5106.4 15979
The number of iterations required can be signiﬁcantly decreased if we make
the best possible update (not just one of the two arguments used in Step 1)
at each iteration. This can be done by calculating the improvement related to
each index and choosing the best. We have coded a version of Algorithm 3.2.2-
MV and experimented on some of the data sets above. The (mean) solution
times and number of iterations are compared in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The un-
modiﬁed version of the algorithm is represented in the columns labeled with
‘’Orig.‘’ while the version with optimal decisions is labeled with ‘’ALL’‘. It is
obvious that as the number of points in the data set increase calculating the pos-
sible improvement for each index becomes expensive; hence considering only
two promising vertices is a wise choice. Obviously some hybid versions, which
choose the best of a small set of carefully selected indices, can perform better for
certain instances; so can other versions with active set strategies.
59CHAPTER 4
A GENERALIZATION: CYLINDRICAL INCLUSION
We study the problem of ﬁnding an ellipsoidal cylinder containing a ﬁnite
set of points in Rn, such that its cross-section with a k-dimensional subspace
has minimum area. This is a generalization of the minimum-volume enclosing
ellipsoid (MVEE) problem considered in Chapter 2.
The minimum-area enclosing ellipsoidal cylinder (MAEC) problem has also
been widely studied, mainly because its dual is another optimal design problem
in statistics, where now one is interested in estimating just k out of n parameters
in a regression problem by choosing the design points optimally in some sense.
See Fedorov [7], Silvey and Titterington [29], Atwood [3, 4], and Pukelsheim
[22] for more details.
Our interest in this problem is mainly algorithmic: we study a ﬁrst-order
method based on the Frank-Wolfe method [8] with Wolfe’s away steps [33],
which was introduced in the context of optimal design by Atwood [4]. How-
ever, no detailed analysis of this method has been performed, and in certain
cases it breaks down unless modiﬁed to keep an appropriate matrix positive
deﬁnite.
We show that under reasonable conditions on the iterates produced by the
algorithm, global complexity estimates and local convergence properties can be
established. These conditions require that a certain principal submatrix of a pos-
itive semideﬁnite matrix produced by the algorithm remain positive deﬁnite.
We also provide a technique that allows the iterations to proceed when rank
deﬁciency occurs; although we have no guarantee of convergence in this case,
60the method appears to work in practice. Finally, some computational results for
large random problems are given.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we state convex
formulations of the MAEC problem and its dual. Although previous papers
have included formulations with some convexity properties, they have not been
fully convex. Section 4.2 describes the basic algorithm of Atwood [4]. We prove
global and local convergence results in Section 4.3. The case of rank-deﬁciency
of a critical submatrix is discussed in Section 4.5, and Section 4.6 contains the
results of our computational study. We conclude in Section 4.7 with some ﬁnal
remarks.
4.1 Problem Formulation and Duality
In this section we provide convex formulations of the MAEC problem and its
dual. Previous formulations, such as that in Silvey and Titterington [29], have
not been convex in all the variables (see problem (P0) below), although they
have some convexity properties, and the dual problem involved a Schur com-
plement rather than our simpler formulation (D).
We also relate these formulations to earlier ones and prove duality results.
The section ends by deﬁning the notions of approximate optimality that will be
used in our algorithms.
Suppose we are given a matrix X = [x1; x2;:::; xm] 2 Rnm whose columns, the
points x1;:::; xm, span Rn. Let X =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
Z
Y
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
be a partition of X, where Z 2 R(n k)m
and Y 2 Rkm. If H0 is a symmetric matrix of order k that is positive deﬁnite (we
61write H0  0) and E is a matrix of order k  (n   k), then the set
C(0;E;H
0) := f

z;y

: z 2 R
n k;y 2 R
k;(y + Ez)
TH
0(y + Ez)  kg
is a central (i.e., centered at the origin) ellipsoidal cylinder whose intersection
with the subspace
 := f[z;y] 2 R
n : z 2 R
n k;y 2 R
k;z = 0g
has volume (detH0) 1=2 times that of a Euclidean ball in Rk of radius
p
k. H0
determines the shape of the cross-section and E the “directions of the axes” of
the cylinder. Hence, ﬁnding a central ellipsoidal cylinder, which contains the
columns of X and has minimum-volume (area) intersection with , amounts to
solving
minH00 ¯ f(H0;E) :=  lndetH0
(P0) (yi + Ezi)TH0(yi + Ezi)  k; i = 1;:::;m;
where the variables are H0 and E. This is called the minimum-area enclosing
ellipsoidal cylinder (MAEC) problem.
This problem is nonconvex. The following lemma proves that it can be re-
formulated as a convex programming problem as follows:
minHYY0 f(H) :=  lndetHYY
(P) xT
i Hxi  k; i = 1;:::;m;
H  0;
where the variable H is partitioned as
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
HZZ HZY
HT
ZY HYY
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
and HYY 2 Rkk.
Lemma 4.1.1 Problems (P) and (P0) are equivalent.
62Proof: To see this, consider any feasible solution H to (P). Note that given
HYY  0, H  0 holds iff HZZ  HZYH 1
YYHT
ZY. We can therefore assume that HZZ =
HZYH 1
YYHT
ZY without loss of generality, since replacing HZZ by the right-hand side
will preserve feasibility and leave unchanged the objective value. Then
x
T
i Hxi  k
iff
y
T
i HYYyi + 2y
T
i H
T
ZYzi + z
T
i HZYH
 1
YYH
T
ZYzi  k:
If we let E = H 1
YYHT
ZY, the latter inequality holds iff
y
T
i HYYyi + 2y
T
i HYYEzi + z
T
i E
THYYEzi  k
or
(yi + Ezi)
THYY(yi + Ezi)  k;
and we obtain a feasible solution to problem (P0) with the same objective value.
Conversely, given any feasible solution to (P0), we can set HYY := H0, HZY :=
ETHYY, and HZZ := HZYH 1
YYHT
ZY to get a feasible solution to (P) with the same
objective value. Thus, problems (P) and (P0) are equivalent. u t
When k = n, the MAEC problem reduces to the minimum-volume enclos-
ing ellipsoid (MVEE) problem. We note that searching for a central ellipsoidal
cylinder containing the columns of X is without loss of generality: if an arbitrary
ellipsoidal cylinder is sought, it can be obtained by ﬁnding a central ellipsoidal
cylinder in Rn+1 containing the points (1; xi), i = 1;:::;m, with the same value of
k.
Problem (P) is convex with linear inequality constraints. After some simpli-
63ﬁcation, its Lagrangian dual can be written as
maxu;K0 g(u;K) := lndetK
XUXT   K := XUXT  
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
0 0
0 K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
 0;
(D) eTu = 1;
u  0;
where matrix U is a diagonal matrix with the components of u on its diagonal
and e is a vector of ones in Rm. We will see below Lemma 4.1.3 that (D) is also
equivalent to the statistical problem of ﬁnding a Dk-optimal design measure u
on the columns of X, that is, one that maximizes the determinant of a kk Schur
complement of the Fisher information matrix E[xxT] = XUXT: see, e.g., Silvey
and Titterington [29] and Fedorov [7].
We say H is feasible in (P) if it is positive semideﬁnite and satisﬁes the con-
straints of (P) and HYY is positive deﬁnite; similarly, (u;K) is feasible in (D) if it
satisﬁes the constraints of (D) and K is positive deﬁnite. We ﬁrst establish weak
duality:
Lemma 4.1.2 f(H)  g(u;K)forany H and(u;K)feasiblein(P)and(D), respectively.
Proof: Since H and XUXT   K are positive semideﬁnite,
0  H  (XUX
T   K) =
X
i
uix
T
i Hxi   H  K  ke
Tu   HYY  K: (4.1.1)
Hence we have
 lndetHYY   lndetK =  lndetHYYK
=  kln(
k
i=1i)
1=k
64  kln
 Pk
i=1 i
k
!
  kln
 
k
k
!
= 0;
where the i’s are the positive eigenvalues of HYYK (or of HYY
1=2KHYY
1=2), and
(4.1.1) shows their sum is at most k. u t
Hence feasible solutions H and (u;K) are optimal if f(H) = g(u;K). We next
show that strong duality holds, so that this condition is necessary as well as
sufﬁcient.
Theorem 4.1.1 There exist optimal solutions for problems (P) and (D). Furthermore,
the following conditions, together with primal and dual feasibility, are necessary and
sufﬁcient for optimality in both (P) and (D):
(a) H  (XUXT   K) = 0,
(b) ui > 0 only if xT
i Hxi = k, and
(c) HYY = K 1.
Proof: Let H be a feasible solution for problem (P). Summing up the linear
constraints, we must have
P
xT
i Hxi = H  XXT  km. Since XXT  0 and km > 0,
fH  0 : H  XXT  kmg is a compact set. Hence the feasible region for problem
(P) is also a compact set (since it is the intersection of a compact set with a ﬁnite
set of halfspaces). Moreover, H = I is feasible for (P) for sufﬁciently small
positive , so we can add the constraint that lndetHYY  kln, and the feasible
region remains compact and has the same set of optimal solutions. Now the
objective function is continuous on the compact feasible region, so an optimal
65solution exists for problem (P). Existence of an optimal solution for (P) implies
the existence of optimal solutions for (P0) and also for (D) as will be discussed
later.
Sufﬁciency follows from the previous lemma, since the conditions imply
equality in the weak duality inequality. In order to prove necessity, let ˜ H = 0
B B B B B B B B B @
˜ HZZ ˜ HZY
˜ HT
ZY ˜ HYY
1
C C C C C C C C C A
be an optimal solution for (P), so that (H0 = ˜ HYY; ˜ E = ˜ H 1
YY ˜ HT
ZY) is
an optimal solution for the primal problem (P0). Hence the Karush-Fritz-John
conditions must hold for this solution, i.e., there exist nonnegative multipliers
˜ v 2 R and ˜ u 2 Rm with at least one of the multipliers nonzero and the following
equalities hold:
 ˜ vH
0 1 +
m X
i=1
˜ ui(yi + ˜ Ezi)(yi + ˜ Ezi)
T = 0; (4.1.2)
2
m X
i=1
˜ uiH
0yiz
T
i + 2
m X
i=1
˜ uiH
0 ˜ Eziz
T
i = 0; and (4.1.3)
˜ ui((yi + ˜ Ezi)
TH
0(yi + ˜ Ezi)   k) = 0;8i: (4.1.4)
For one moment let’s assume that ˜ v = 0. Then (4.1.2) becomes
X
˜ ui(yi + ˜ Ezi)(yi + ˜ Ezi)
T = 0;
and hence (4.1.4) implies that k
P
˜ ui = 0. Since at least one of the ˜ ui’s is positive,
this is a contradiction and we must have ˜ v > 0. We can without loss of generality
assume that ˜ v = 1, and conclude that any optimal solution (H0; ˜ E) must satisfy
 H
0 1 +
X
˜ ui(yi + ˜ Ezi)(yi + ˜ Ezi)
T = 0; (4.1.5)
66which together with (4.1.4) implies
X
˜ ui = 1: (4.1.6)
Since H0  0, equation (4.1.3) can be written as Y ˜ UZT + ˜ EZ ˜ UZT = 0, and hence
(4.1.5) becomes
H
0 1 = Y ˜ UY
T + Y ˜ UZ
T ˜ E
T + ˜ EZ ˜ UY
T + ˜ EZ ˜ UZ
T ˜ E
T
= Y ˜ UY
T   ˜ EZ ˜ UZ
T ˜ E
T: (4.1.7)
Let ˜ K := Y ˜ UYT   ˜ EZ ˜ UZT ˜ ET. Then it is easy to check that (˜ u; ˜ K) is a feasible
solution for the dual problem, and that strong duality holds for the solution
pair ˜ H and (˜ u; ˜ K). So strong duality must hold for any pair of optimal solutions
H and (u;K). Hence conditions (a)   (c) are both necessary and sufﬁcient. u t
Note that, by the strict convexity of the function  lndet, the HYY-part of the
optimal solution H of (P) is unique, and hence by the theorem, so is the K part of
the dual solution. However, there may be several optimal u’s, and there may be
several optimal E’s for (P0) (and H’s for (P)). Indeed, as we show below, for any
nonnegative u there may be several associated matrices E, but there is a unique
associated K = K(u), which is deﬁned as is ˜ K in the proof above.
Lemma 4.1.3 Let u be dual feasible (nonnegative with components adding to one).
Then:
a) There exists E satisfying
EZUZ
T =  YUZ
T; (4.1.8)
b) K(u) := YUYT EZUZTET is independent of which E satisfying (4.1.8) is chosen;
and
67c) XUXT   ¯ K is positive semideﬁnite iff K  K(u).
Proof: a)Supposenot. ThenthereissomeqwithZUZTq = 0butYUZTqnonzero.
But then
0 
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T 2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
= q
TZUZ
Tq + 2p
TYUZ
Tq + p
TYUY
Tp;
which is negative for p a sufﬁciently small negative multiple of YUZTq, a con-
tradiction.
b) Suppose E and E0 satisfy (4.1.8). Then we have (E   E0)ZUZT = 0 and
hence
EZUZ
TE
T   E
0ZUZ
T(E
0)
T = (E   E
0)ZUZ
TE
0 + EZUZ
T(E   E
0)
T = 0;
so that K(u) is uniquely deﬁned.
c) For any q and p, and any E satisfying the equation in (a),
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T
(XUX
T   ¯ K)
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T
=
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T 0
B B B B B B B B B @
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT   K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
1
C C C C C C C C C A
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T
=
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T 2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT  ZUZTET
 EZUZT EZUZTE
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T
+
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T 2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
0 0
0 K(u)   K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
0
B B B B B B B B B @
q
p
1
C C C C C C C C C A
T
= (q   E
Tp)
TZUZ
T(q   E
Tp) + p
T(K(u)   K)p;
and the result follows. u t
68The lemma implies that, for any dual feasible u, we can assume without loss
of generality that K = K(u), because the latter is feasible and yields at least as
good an objective value. We therefore write g(u) for g(u;K(u)), abusing notation
slightly. It is easy to see that g is concave on the set of feasible u’s. If u and u0
are dual feasible, and ¯ u := (1   )u + u0 for 0    1, then (¯ u;(1   )K(u) +
K(u0)) is feasible in (D), and hence g(¯ u)  lndet((1   )K(u) + K(u0)). The result
now follows from the concavity of lndet. The problem of maximizing g(u;K(u))
subject to u lying in the unit simplex is the formulation used earlier for the Dk-
optimal design problem: see, e.g., Atwood [4] or Silvey and Titterington [29].
We have seen above two deﬁnitions of the axis matrix E: one from the primal
problem (P), E = H 1
YYHT
ZY, and one from a dual feasible solution as in (4.1.8). We
now show that the ﬁrst notion implies the second when feasible solutions H and
u satisfy optimality condition (a): H  (XUXT   ¯ K) = 0. (Here ¯ K is deﬁned using
K = K(u).)
Indeed, if this equation holds, it also holds when HZZ is replaced by ETHYYE,
where E = H 1
YYHT
ZY, which maintains positive semideﬁniteness. But then
0 = (
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ET
I
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
HYY[E I]) 
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT   K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
= HYY  ([E I]
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT   K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ET
I
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
):
Since HYY is positive deﬁnite and the second matrix above is positive semideﬁ-
nite, the latter must be zero. This then implies (e.g., by considering the positive
semideﬁnite square root of XUXT   ¯ K) that
[E I]
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT   K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
= 0;
69which implies (4.1.8).
Deﬁnition 4.1.1 We call a dual feasible point (u;K;E), i.e., u  0, eTu = 1,
YUZT =  E(ZUZT) and K = YUYT   EZUZTET  0, -primal feasible if
(yi + Ezi)TK 1(yi + Ezi)  (1 + )k for all i, and say that it satisﬁes the -approximate
optimality conditions or it is an -approximate optimal solution if moreover
(yi + Ezi)TK 1(yi + Ezi)  (1   )k whenever ui > 0.
Lemma 4.1.4 Given a dual feasible solution (u;K;E) which is -primal feasible, we
have 0  g   g(u)  kln(1 + ), where g is the optimal objective function value of (D)
and g(u) := g(u;K).
Proof: The -primal feasibility implies that ((1 + ) 1K 1;E) is feasible for the
primal problem (P0). Then by weak duality we have
0  g
   g(u)  ¯ f((1 + )
 1K
 1;E)   lndetK = kln(1 + ):
u t
4.2 The Algorithm
In the following two sections, we will assume that u and u+ satisfy the following
assumption:
Assumption 4.2.1 The dual feasible variable u satisﬁes ZUZT  0 where U :=
Diag(u).
70(We remark that the rank deﬁciency of ZUZT for the optimal solution u does
not contradict this assumption’s holding at all iterations, although some numer-
ical instability might be expected.)
We will show that this assumption is not too restrictive by proposing a
method for dealing with the rank-deﬁcient case in Section 4.5. (Note that At-
wood [4] suggests just reducing ui to a very small positive value if making it
zero during the algorithm would lead to rank deﬁciency.)
Usingthisassumptionandthediscussionintheprevioussection, weseethat
each dual feasible solution u is associated with a unique dual feasible variable
K = K(u) = YUYT   YUZT(ZUZT) 1ZUYT and a unique axis matrix E = E(u) =
 (YUZT)(ZUZT) 1. As above, we will use g(u) instead of g(u;K). We can now
motivate and describe our algorithm.
Let i(u) := xT
i (XUXT) 1xi, i(u) := zT
i (ZUZT) 1zi and !i(u) := (yi + Ezi)TK 1(yi +
Ezi). The following lemma will be useful in our analysis. It also shows that these
quantities are all well-deﬁned.
Lemma 4.2.1 We have
i(u) = i(u) + !i(u) (4.2.9)
for all i = 1;:::;m.
Proof: Note ﬁrst that
XUX
T =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
=
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
I 0
 E I
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
ZUZT 0
0 K
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
I  ET
0 I
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
: (4.2.10)
71(Since ZUZT (by our assumption) and K (since u is dual feasible) are positive
deﬁnite, so is XUXT, and thus , , and ! are all well-deﬁned.) Hence we have
i(u) = x
T
i (XUX
T)
 1xi
=

zT
i yT
i

0
B B B B B B B B B @
ZUZT ZUYT
YUZT YUYT
1
C C C C C C C C C A
 1 0
B B B B B B B B B @
zi
yi
1
C C C C C C C C C A
=

zT
i yT
i

0
B B B B B B B B B @
I ET
0 I
1
C C C C C C C C C A
0
B B B B B B B B B @
(ZUZT) 1 0
0 K 1
1
C C C C C C C C C A
0
B B B B B B B B B @
I 0
E I
1
C C C C C C C C C A
0
B B B B B B B B B @
zi
yi
1
C C C C C C C C C A
=

zT
i yT
i + zT
i ET

0
B B B B B B B B B @
(ZUZT) 1 0
0 K 1
1
C C C C C C C C C A
0
B B B B B B B B B @
zi
yi + Ezi
1
C C C C C C C C C A
= z
T
i (ZUZ
T)
 1zi + (yi + Ezi)
TK
 1(yi + Ezi)
= i(u) + !i(u): u t
(Those readers familiar with the MVEE problem will notice that it is a trivial
special case in which we have k = n, !(u) = (u) and (u) = 0.)
Now note that assuming ZUZT  0, from (4.2.10) we get detK = detXUXT
detZUZT .
Hence
rg(u) = r(lndetXUX
T   lndetZUZ
T)
= (u)   (u) = !(u): (4.2.11)
Suppose we make an update of the form
u+ := (1   )u + ej; (4.2.12)
where ej = (0;:::;1;:::;0)T is the jth unit vector. Then
ZU+Z
T = (1   )

ZUZ
T +

1   
zjz
T
j

= (1   )(ZUZ
T + zjz
T
j );
and using the Sherman-Morrison formula, we have
(ZU+Z
T)
 1 =
1
1   
 
(ZUZ
T)
 1  

1 + j(u)
(ZUZ
T)
 1zjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1
!
72=
1
1   

(ZUZ
T)
 1   (ZUZ
T)
 1zjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1
; (4.2.13)
where  = 
1+j(u). Next,
YU+Z
T = (1   )(YUZ
T + yjz
T
j ); (4.2.14)
and so
E+ =  (YU+Z
T)(ZU+Z
T)
 1
=  (YUZ
T + yjz
T
j )

(ZUZ
T)
 1   (ZUZ
T)
 1zjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1

= E   yjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1   Ezjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1 + j(u)yjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1
= E  

(1   j(u))yj + Ezj

z
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1
= E   (yj + Ezj)z
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1: (4.2.15)
Finally,
YU+Y
T = (1   )(YUY
T + yjy
T
j ); (4.2.16)
so
K+ = YU+Y
T + YU+Z
TE
T
+
= (1   )

YUY
T + yjy
T
j + (YUZ
T + yjz
T
j )(E
T   (ZUZ
T)
 1zj(yj + Ezj)
T)

= (1   )

K + yj(yj + Ezj)
T + Ezj(yj + Ezj)
T   j(u)yj(yj + Ezj)
T

= (1   )

K + ((1   j(u))yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
T

= (1   )

K + (yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
T

: (4.2.17)
We have
lndetK+ = lndetK   kln(1 + ) + ln(1 + !j(u)); (4.2.18)
whose derivative is
@lndetK+
@
=
 k
1 + 
+
1
1 +
!j(u)
1+j(u)
 !j(u)
1 + j(u)
 
j(u)!j(u)
(1 + j(u))2

73=
 k
1 + 
+
!j(u)
(1 + (j(u) + !j(u)))(1 + j(u))
=
 k
(1 + )(1 + j(u))(1 + j(u))

a
2   2b + c

;
(4.2.19)
where a := j(u)j(u)  0, b :=  j(u)  
!j(u)
2 +
!j(u)
2k  0, and c := 1  
!j(u)
k . The
multiplier on the left of the quadratic is negative for all feasible values of . We
can ﬁnd the best step size  (or ) by investigating the roots of the quadratic
equation a2   2b + c = 0 and the boundary condition (   uj) arising from
the nonnegativity of the dual feasible solution. Having obtained the optimal 
as below, we set  = 
1+. Note that if  is set to  uj,  is
 uj
1 uj and (u+)j is zero.
 If c > 0 (i.e., !j(u) < k), the derivative is negative for  = 0, so we want to
decrease .
– If a = 0 and b < 0, set  = maxf c
2b; ujg; if a = b = 0 set  =  uj;
– if a > 0 and  b 
p
ac, then the derivative is negative for all  < 0
(possibly zero at one point), so set  =  uj and hence  =
 uj
1 uj so that
(u+)j = 0; and
– if a > 0 and  b >
p
ac, then the derivative is negative up to the root
of the quadratic, so set  = maxf c
b 
p
b2 ac; ujg.
 If c < 0 (i.e., !j(u) > k), the derivative is positive for  = 0, so we want to
increase .
– If a = 0 and b < 0, set  = c
2b; if a = b = 0, set  = 1 and  = 1 (this can
only happen if k = 1); and
– if a > 0, so ac < 0 and hence the quadratic has a positive root, set
 = c
b 
p
b2 ac.
74Once we determine the step size , we can ﬁnd !(u+) and (u+) cheaply (in
O(mn) work) from
K
 1
+ =
1
1   
(K
 1  

1 + j(u)
K
 1(yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
TK
 1)
=
1
1   
(K
 1   K
 1(yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
TK
 1); (4.2.20)
where  := 
1+j(u): Then
!i(u+) = (yi + E+zi)
TK
 1
+ (yi + E+zi)
=
1
1   
(yi + (E   (yj + Ezj)z
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1)zi)
T(K
 1   K
 1(yj + Ezj)
:::(yj + Ezj)
TK
 1)(yi + (E   (yj + Ezj)z
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1)zi)
=
1
1   
(yi + Ezi   ij(u)(yj + Ezj))
T(K
 1   K
 1(yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
TK
 1)
:::(yi + Ezi   ij(u)(yj + Ezj))
=
1
1   
(yi + Ezi   ij(u)(yj + Ezj))
T(K
 1(yi + Ezi)   ij(u)K
 1(yj + Ezj))
=
1
1   
(!i(u)   !
2
ij(u)   2ij(u)!ij(u) + !j(u)
2
ij(u));
and
i(u+) = z
T
i (ZU+Z
T)
 1zi
=
1
1   

z
T
i

(ZUZ
T)
 1   (ZUZ
T)
 1zjz
T
j (ZUZ
T)
 1
zi

=
1
1   

i(u)   ij(u)
2
; (4.2.21)
where ij(u) := xT
i (XUXT) 1xj, ij(u) := zT
i (ZUZT) 1zj and !ij(u) := (yi +
Ezi)TK 1(yj + Ezj): Note that the following lemma has been used in the previ-
ous derivations and can be proved with arguments similar to those used in the
proof of Lemma 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.2 ij(u) = ij(u) + !ij(u), for all i and j.
75To calculate these quantities, we need only compute inner products once we
have (XUXT) 1xj, (ZUZT) 1zj, and K 1(yj + EZj), all of which are easy to obtain
if we maintain a Cholesky factor L =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
LZZ 0
LYZ LYY
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
of XUXT, since then LZZ is a
Cholesky factor of ZUZT and LYY of K.
Note that (4.2.21) gives in particular
j(u+) =
(1   j(u))j(u)
1   
=
(1 + )j(u)
1 + j(u)
(4.2.22)
and it is easy to see that similar arguments lead to
j(u+) =
(1 + )j(u)
1 + j(u)
: (4.2.23)
Now, let us consider the following Frank-Wolfe type algorithm:
76Algorithm 4.2.1
Input: X 2 Rnm, k 2 f1;:::;ng and  > 0.
Step 0. Initialize u = e=m. Compute K, E, !(u), and (u).
Step 1. Find s := argmaxf!i(u)   kg, t := argminf!i(u)   k : ui > 0g.
If !s(u)   k  k and !t(u)   k   k,
STOP: u is an -approximate optimal solution.
Else,
if !s(u)   k > k   !t(u), go to Step 2;
else, go to Step 3.
Step 2. Replace u by u+ := (1   )u + es, where  > 0 is chosen as in
Section 4.2 to maximize g. Go to step 4.
Step 3. Replace u by u+ := (1   )u + et, where now  is chosen from
negative values to maximize g subject to u+ remaining feasible.
Step 4. Update K, E, !(u), and (u). Go to Step 1.
The algorithm starts with a feasible dual solution u = e=m and stops when
an -approximate optimal solution is found. Theoretically, we are able to prove
that the initial solution described above is not far from the optimal one in some
sense. In practice, using the procedure described by [18] provides better initial
solutions but without any performance guarantee. Until an -approximate op-
timal solution is found, a Frank-Wolfe type step such as (4.2.12) is taken at each
iteration (Steps 2, 3, and 4 above). At each iteration one of the m vertices of the
unit simplex is chosen and the new solution is obtained by either moving to-
wards (called an increase or add step) or away from (called a decrease or drop
step) this vertex. There are alternative ways to choose the vertex. Algorithm
774.2.1 picks one of the two vertices which maximize or minimize a linear ap-
proximation to g. (Choosing one of these two vertices has both theoretical and
practical advantages as we will discuss later.) Once this decision is made, the
best step size is found by a line search on the line segment joining our current
iterate to the optimal solution of the linearized problem. Alternatively, we can
calculate the improvement in the objective function value g for each vertex and
choose the best one. This version will be referred as Algorithm 4.2.1-ALL. We
will discuss the practical implications of these decisions in Section 4.6.
4.3 Convergence Analysis of the Algorithm
We discuss the global convergence properties of the algorithm in this section.
The following lemma will be very useful in our analysis.
Lemma 4.3.1 For any dual feasible solution u satisfying Assumption 4.2.1, we have
m X
i=1
ui!i(u) = k: (4.3.24)
Proof: Using (4.2.9)
m X
i=1
ui!i(u) =
m X
i=1
ui (i(u)   i(u))
=
m X
i=1
uii(u)  
m X
i=1
uii(u)
=
m X
i=1
uix
T
i (XUX
T)
 1xi  
m X
i=1
uiz
T
i (ZUZ
T)
 1zi
= XUX
T  (XUX
T)
 1   ZUZ
T  (ZUZ
T)
 1
= n   (n   k) = k: u t
78If we look closely at the algorithm described in the previous section, we can
identify four different types of iterations. Let ul be the dual feasible solution at
hand at iteration number l, ejl be the vertex that we use in our update and l be
the step size associated with this update. We refer to iteration l as
- an increase step if ul
jl > 0 and l > 0,
- an add step if ul
jl = 0 and l > 0,
- a decrease step if ul
jl > 0 and
 ul
jl
1 ul
jl
< l < 0, and
- a drop step if ul
jl > 0 and l =
 ul
jl
1 ul
jl
.
Note that after a drop step we have ul+1
jl = 0. In a drop step, we may not be able
to improve the objective function as much as we desire. Fortunately, the number
of drop steps is bounded above by the number of add steps plus a constant (m,
the number of positive components of the initial solution), and hence studying
only the ﬁrst three types of steps will be enough to obtain convergence results.
The following lemma gives a bound on the improvement obtained at each
iteration, assuming that all the quantities i(ul) are uniformly bounded by some
positive C at all iterations. The global convergence estimate then depends on
this constant C. In practice it appears that these quantities are bounded by a
reasonable constant; unfortunately, we have not been able to establish global
convergence without this assumption.
Lemma 4.3.2 Let ul be the dual solution at the lth iteration of the algorithm and
gl := g(ul). Assume that ul satisﬁes Assumption 4.2.1 for all l = 1;2;::: Let l be
the smallest number such that ul satisﬁes the l-approximate optimality conditions. If
79for some positive constant C
(u
l)  Ce for all l = 1;2;:::;
then we have
g0 >  1; 0  m   1; (4.3.25)
l = gl+1   gl  ln(1 + ˆ c
2
l ); l = 0;1;:::; (4.3.26)
whenever l is not a drop step, where ˆ c = ˆ c(C) > 0, and
l = g
   gl  kln(1 + l); l = 0;1;:::: (4.3.27)
Proof: From Lemma 4.3.1 we have
1
m
m X
i=1
!i(u
0) = k:
By deﬁnition of 0,
k(1 + 0) = maxf!i(u
0)ji = 1;::;mg  km;
or
k(1   0) = minf!i(u
0)ji = 1;::;mg  0;
which implies 0  maxf1;m   1g, and hence (4.3.25) holds.
For simplicity of notation, let j := jl,  = l, and  = l . In order to prove
(4.3.26), we can use (4.2.22) and (4.2.23) to get
!j(u
l+1) = j(u
l+1)   j(u
l+1)
=
(1 + )j(ul)
1 + j(ul)
 
(1 + )j(ul)
1 + j(ul)
=
(1 + )!j(ul)
(1 + j(ul))(1 + j(ul))
: (4.3.28)
80Now, let’s assume that iteration l is an add or increase step, i.e., j =
argmaxi !i(ul) and !j(ul) = (1 + l)k, so that ˆ  (the optimal step length) is pos-
itive. Then for any  such that 0    ˆ ,
k 
(1 + )!j(ul)
(1 + j(ul))(1 + j(ul))

(1 + )!j(ul)
(1 + lj(ul))2: (4.3.29)
Therefore we have
(1 + j(u
l))
2  (1 + )!j(u
l)=k = (1 + )(1 + l);
which gives
1 + j(u
l)  (1 + )
p
1 + l: (4.3.30)
Note that since l is bounded above ((1 + l)k = !j(ul)  (ul)  C) we can ﬁnd a
constant c1 > 0 such that
p
1 + l  1+c1l, and using this and (4.2.18), we obtain
(for  < 1=k)
gl+1   gl = lnf(1 + )
 k
 
1 +
!j(ul)
1 + j(ul)
!
g
 lnf(1   k)
 
1 +
k(1 + l)
(1 + )
p
1 + l
!
g
= lnf(1   k)
 
1 +
k
p
1 + l
1 + 
!
g
 lnf(1   k)
 
1 +
k(1 + c1l)
1 + 
!
g: (4.3.31)
Now choose 0 and c0 positive and small enough such that for all 0    0 the
following inequality holds:
(1   k)(1 +
k(1 + c1l)
1 + 
)  1 + c0l: (4.3.32)
For  = minfˆ ;0g, this leads to the following bound:
gl+1   gl  ln(1 + c0l): (4.3.33)
81Note that (4.3.32) can be rewritten as
(1   k)(1 +  + k + kc1l)  (1 + c0l)(1 + ); or
kc1l   k
2   k
2
2   k
2
2c1l  c0l + 
2c0l; or

2(c0l + k + k
2 + k
2c1l) + (c0l   kc1l)  0: (4.3.34)
Wecanassumethat 0 =
 c0l+kc1l
c0l+k+k2+k2c1l andchoose c0 < kc1, andhavethefollowing
bound for some constant c2:

0  c2l > 0: (4.3.35)
On the other hand, since ˆ  is the optimal step length we have
k = !j(u
l+1) =
(1 + ˆ )!j(ul)
(1 + ˆ j(ul))(1 + ˆ j(ul))

(1 + ˆ )!j(ul)
(1 + ˆ j(ul))2:
Therefore we have
(1 + ˆ j(u
l))
2  !j(u
l)=k = 1 + l;
which leads to
1 + ˆ j(u
l)  1 + c1l
and hence
ˆ  
c1
j(ul)
l 
c1
C
l = c3l: (4.3.36)
Equations (4.3.35) and (4.3.36) can be combined to obtain
 = minf
0; ˆ g  c4l > 0; (4.3.37)
where c4 = minfc2;c3g. This inequality together with (4.3.33) gives (4.3.26) when-
ever iteration l is an add or increase step.
82The proof of the case where iteration l is a decrease step is very similar: Let’s
assume that iteration l is a decrease step, i.e., j = argminf!i(ul) : ul
i > 0g, !j(ul) =
(1   l)k and ˆ  (the optimal step length) satisﬁes  ul
j < ˆ  < 0. For any  such that
0    ˆ , we have
k 
(1+)!j(ul)
(1+j(ul))2: (4.3.38)
Therefore we get
(1 + j(ul))
2  (1 + )!j(ul)=k  (1 + )
2(1   l);
which in turn gives
1 + j(ul)  (1 + )
p
1   l: (4.3.39)
Hence we have
gl+1   gl = ln(1 + )
 k(1 +
l!j(ul)
1 + j(ul)
)
 ln(1   k)(1 +
k(1   l)
(1 + )
p
1   l
)
 ln(1   k)(1 +
k
p
1   l
(1 + )
)
 ln(1   k)(1 +
k(1   l=2)
(1 + )
): (4.3.40)
Now choose 0 < 0 large enough such that for all 0    0 the following
inequality holds:
(1   k)(1 +
k(1   l=2)
(1 + )
)  1  
kl
3
: (4.3.41)
For  = max(ˆ ;0), we have the following bound:
gl+1   gl  ln

1  
lkl
3

: (4.3.42)
Note that (4.3.41) can be rewritten as
(1   k)(1 +  + k   kl=2)  1 +    kl=3   
2kl=3;or
 kl=2   
2k   
2k
2 + 
2k
2l=2   kl=3   
2kl=3; or

2(k
2 + k   kl=3   k
2l=2) + (kl=2   kl=3)  0: (4.3.43)
83Hence we can choose 0 =
l=3 l=2
k+1 l=3 kl=2, and we have
j
0j  c5l: (4.3.44)
Since ˆ  is the optimal step length we have
k = !j(ul+1) =
(1 + ˆ )!j(ul)
(1 + ˆ j(ul))(1 + ˆ j(ul))

(1 + ˆ )!j(ul)
(1 + ˆ j(ul))2;
which gives
(1 + ˆ j(ul))
2  !j(ul)=k = 1   l: (4.3.45)
From this we get 1 + ˆ j(ul) 
p
1   l  1   l=2. Hence ˆ  
 l
2j(ul) 
 l
2C and
jˆ j  c6l: (4.3.46)
Equations (4.3.44) and (4.3.46) lead to
jj  minfc5;c6gl = c7l; (4.3.47)
which combined with (4.3.42) gives (4.3.26) for decrease steps.
Finally, (4.3.27) follows from Lemma 4.1.4. u t
Lemma 4.3.3 Let  2 (0;1). Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.2, Algorithm 4.2.1
obtains an -approximate optimal solution in at most
L() = O(m + k(
 1 + lnk + lnlnm)) (4.3.48)
iterations.
Note that the “big oh” here and in Theorem 4.3.1 below contains constants that
depend on C in Lemma 4.3.2, and also relies on Assumption 4.2.1.
84Proof: We will ﬁrst show that
L(1) := minfl : l  1g = O(k(lnk + lnlnm)): (4.3.49)
First note that as long as l  1, the lth iteration of Algorithm 4.2.1 can only be an
add or increase step. Furthermore, l  1, (4.3.26), and (4.3.27) imply that
l   l+1 = l  ln(1 + ˆ c
2
l )  ln(1 + ˆ cl)  ˜ cln(1 + l) 
˜ c
k
l
for some ˜ c = ˜ c(C) = minf1;ln2(1 + ˆ c)g > 0. Hence
l+1  (1  
˜ c
k
)l;
which implies
l  0(1  
˜ c
k
)
l  0e
 ˜ cl=k: (4.3.50)
From (4.3.25) and (4.3.27), we have
0  kln(1 + 0)  klnm: (4.3.51)
l  1 also implies that
l  l  ¯ c > 0; (4.3.52)
where ¯ c = ln(1 + ˆ c). Hence from (4.3.50), (4.3.51) and (4.3.52), we get
L(1) 
k
˜ c
ln
klnm
¯ c
 O(k(lnk + lnlnm)):
Now assume that l  1, and let h(l) be the number of add, increase, and
decrease steps required to obtain an l=2-approximate optimal solution starting
with an l-approximate optimal solution. As long as l+h  l=2 and l + h is an
add, increase, or decrease step, we also have
l+h  ln(1 + ˆ c(l=2)
2) 
ˆ c1
8

2
l > 0;
85where ˆ c1 := minf4; ˆ cg. Since we have l  l+1  :::; and
l  kln(1 + l)  kl;
we obtain the following bound:
h(l) 
l
ˆ c12
l =8

8k
ˆ c1l
: (4.3.53)
Applying this argument repeatedly, we conclude that we need at most
H() = h(l) + h(l=2) + ::: + h(l=2
dlnl=e 1)

8k
ˆ c1
"
1
l
+
2
l
+ ::: +
2dlnl=e 1
l
#

16k
ˆ c1
= O
 
k

!
(4.3.54)
add, increase, and decrease iterations to obtain an -approximate optimal solu-
tion starting with an l-approximate optimal solution where l 2 (0;1]. Since the
number of drop steps is bounded above by the number of add steps plus m (the
number of positive components of the initial solution u0), (4.3.48) is immediate.
u t
We can implement this algorithm using rank-one update formulae so that
each iteration takes O(nm) arithmetic operations and comparisons. Hence the
following theorem follows from Lemma 4.3.3.
Theorem 4.3.1 Let 2 (0;1). UndertheassumptionsofLemma4.3.2, Algorithm4.2.1
ﬁnds an  approximate optimal solution to the MAEC problem in
N() = O(knm(
 1 + lnk + lnlnm) + nm
2) (4.3.55)
arithmetic operations and comparisons.
In cases where m  n and n=k is small (i.e., k is relatively large), starting
the algorithm with an approximate optimal solution for the D-optimal design
86problem (for the same data set) can decrease the number of iterations. Since
obtaining such a solution is relatively cheap (see Chapter 2), this may decrease
the computation time signiﬁcantly.
Lemma 4.3.4 LetuD bea-primalfeasiblesolutionfortheD-optimaldesign(asdeﬁned
in Chapter 2), then uD is an (n k
k + n
k)-primal feasible solution for the Dk-optimal design.
Proof: For all 1  j  m, we have
!j(u)  j(u)  (1 + )n =
 
1 +
 
n   k
k
+
n
k

!!
k:
This proves that uD is an (n k
k + n
k)-primal feasible solution for (D). u t
We will refer to the algorithm which replaces u0 in Step 1 of Algorithm 4.2.1
with a 1-approximate solution for the D-optimal design problem obtained using
WA-TY algorithm (from Chapter 2) as Algorithm 4.2.1-MV.
Lemma 4.3.5 Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.2. Algorithm 4.2.1-MV obtains
an -approximate optimal solution in at most
L() = O(nlnn + k(
 1 + lnk + lnlnn=k)) (4.3.56)
iterations.
Proof: With the new initial solution (4.3.51) becomes 0  kln 2n
k ; furthermore
the initial solution has at most O(nlnn) positive components (see [18]). Keeping
these changes in mind, the rest of the proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.3.3.
u t
Note that this bound is independent of the number of points in the data set
and can be exploited when dealing with large data sets.
87Figure 4.1: Behavior of the algorithm for (m;n;k) = (10000;100;80).
4.4 Local Convergence of the Algorithm
In this section, we will show that Algorithm 4.2.1 is locally linearly convergent,
i.e., the number of iterations grows with O(ln 1) not O( 1) asymptotically un-
der certain assumptions. The typical behavior of the algorithm as shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 illustrates this property. Unfortunately, this bound depends on the data
of the problem as well as the dimensions and the constant C in Lemma 4.3.2,
and so does not provide a global complexity bound better than that above.
We use the following perturbation of (P0):
minH00 ¯ f(H0;E) :=  lndetH0
(P0()) (yi + Ezi)TH0(yi + Ezi)  k + i; i = 1;:::;m:
Given a dual feasible u which with its associated K = K(u) and E = E(u) satisﬁes
the -approximate optimality conditions, let H0 = K 1 and deﬁne  := (u;) 2
Rm by
i :=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
k if ui = 0
(yi + Ezi)TK 1(yi + Ezi)   k else.
Observe that each component of  has absolute value at most k, and that this
property may fail if we merely assume that (u;K;E) is -primal feasible. More-
88over using (4.3.1),
u
T =
X
i:ui>0
uii = u
T!(u)   ke
Tu = k   k = 0: (4.4.57)
Lemma 4.4.1 Suppose (u;K;E) satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions.
Then (H0;E) is optimal in (P0((u;))).
Proof: We note that (H0;E) is feasible. Furthermore, u provides the required vec-
tor of Lagrange multipliers that satisfy the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for optimality given in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 for (P0((u;))). u t
AsdiscussedinSection4.1andprovedinLemma4.1.1, thereisanequivalent
convex problem, say (P()), to (P0()). Let () denote the value function, the
optimal value of (P()). Then  is convex, and if u0 is any vector of Lagrange
multipliers for the optimal solution of (P()), then u0 is a subgradient of  at .
In particular, if u is any vector of Lagrange multipliers for the optimal solution
of (P), then u is a subgradient of  at 0.
For any u satisfying the -approximate optimality conditions and  := (u;),
g(u) = ¯ f(K 1;E) = ()  (0) + uT

= g + (u   u)T
 g   ku   ukkk:
(4.4.58)
Here the last equality follows from (4.4.57). We have already noted that kk 
k
p
m. To obtain an improvement on Lemma 4.3.2, we would like to prove that
ku   uk  Lkk  Lk
p
m (4.4.59)
whenever kk is sufﬁciently small. We will use the following assumption:
89Assumption 4.4.1 The strong second-order sufﬁcient condition for local optimality
and the linear independence of the active constraints hold for the optimal solution
(H0;E) for problem (P0) and the corresponding multipliers u.
We have shown that the optimal solutions for problem (P0()) and points
that satisfy the corresponding KKT system coincide (see the proof of Theorem
4.1.1). If Assumption 4.4.1 holds, we know that u, the vector of multipliers for
the optimal solution, is unique. Furthermore, the set-valued map S KKT, which
maps a perturbation vector  to the set of optimal solutions for problem (P0())
(and corresponding solutions for (P())) and their corresponding multipliers,
is locally single-valued and locally upper Lipschitz around (0;(H0;E);u) (see
Robinson [24] or Theorem 4.2 of Dontchev and Rocakfellar [6]). Also, the set-
valued map XKKT, which maps a perturbation vector  to the set of optimal so-
lutions is single-valued around (0;(H0;E)) (see Corollary 3.5 in Dontchev and
Rocakfellar [6]). There exist neighborhoods V around 0 and W1  W2 around
((H0;E);u), such that the S KKT map is single-valued in W1  W2 for all  2 V
and the XKKT map is single-valued in W1 for all  2 V. Therefore, when  is small
enough so that  lies in V, there must exist a pair of optimal solutions ( ˆ H0; ˆ E)
for (P0()) (and also ˆ H for (P())) and multipliers ˆ u such that ( ˆ H0; ˆ E) is the only
solution in W1 for (P0()) and (( ˆ H0; ˆ E); ˆ u) is the only solution-multiplier pair in
W1  W2. If ˆ u = u, the local Lipschitz property of the S KKT map provides that
ku   uk  Lkk  Lk
p
m and we are done. Now assume that ˆ u , u. There are
two cases, (H0;E) = ( ˆ H0; ˆ E) and (H0;E) , ( ˆ H0; ˆ E). We will show that both cases
lead to a contradiction and hence ˆ u must be equal to u. When (H0;E) , ( ˆ H0; ˆ E),
we can come up with two different solutions H and ˆ H for the convex problem
(P0()) which are both optimal. Then any convex combination of the points H
and ˆ H must be optimal, too. We can ﬁnd an optimal solution ˜ H arbitrarily close
90to ˆ H; hence we can ﬁnd an optimal solution ( ˜ H0; ˜ E) for (P0()), which is arbi-
trarily close to ( ˆ H0; ˆ E). This violates the local single-valuedness property of the
XKKT map at ( ˆ H0; ˆ E), so we must have (H0;E) = ( ˆ H0; ˆ E). On the other hand, if
we have two different vectors of multipliers, u and ˆ u, both corresponding to the
primal optimal solution (H0;E), then we can ﬁnd another vector of multipliers,
say ˜ u, arbitrarily close to ˆ u. This violates the local uniqueness property of the
S KKT map and hence leads to a contradiction. Hence, we have shown that ˆ u = u
whenever Assumption 4.4.1 holds and (4.4.59) is valid.
From (4.4.59) and (4.4.58), we conclude
Proposition 4.4.1 If Assumption 4.4.1 holds, there is some constant M > 0 (depend-
ing on the data of problem (P)) such that, whenever (u;K;E) is a -approximate optimal
solution for some sufﬁciently small , we have
g
   g(u)  M
2: (4.4.60)
Let h and H be deﬁned as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.3. Applying Proposition
4.4.1 instead of Lemma 4.3.2 in (4.3.53), we obtain
h() 
M2
ˆ c2=8
=
8M
ˆ c
for sufﬁciently small ; (4.4.61)
and this yields, using the argument above (4.3.54), the existence of a constant
Q > 0 with
H()  Q +
16M
ˆ c
ln(1=) for sufﬁciently small :
We therefore have
Theorem 4.4.1 If Assumption 4.4.1 holds, then there exist data-dependent constants
˜ Q and ˜ M such that Algorithm 4.2.1 requires at most ˜ Q + ˜ M ln(1=) iterations to obtain
an -approximate optimal solution.
914.5 Rank-Deﬁcient Case
As we have brieﬂy discussed above, providing a complete algorithm for the
MAEC problem is problematic. Assume we are at the lth iteration with ZUl 1ZT
nonsingular, and produce a new iterate ul with ZUlZT singular (we will show
below that this can only occur at a drop iteration). It is then far from clear
how we can continue the algorithm, because our update formulae in Section 4.2
assume nonsingularity of ZUhZT for h = 1;2;:::. In this section we show how
the algorithm can be modiﬁed to deal with this case. We will use r = n k in the
rest of this chapter.
Lemma 4.5.1 Given Z = [z1;:::;zm] 2 Rrm, range(ZUZT) = span(fzi : ui > 0g).
Hence rank(ZUZT) = dimspan(fzi : ui > 0g).
Proof: It is a direct consequence of the singular value decomposition that for
any matrix ˜ Z we have range(˜ Z) = range(˜ Z ˜ ZT). Let Z+ be a matrix whose columns
are the elements of the set fzi : ui > 0g and U+ (U+;1=2) be a diagonal matrix with
(the square roots of) the positive ui’s on the diagonal. Substituting ˜ Z = Z+U+;1=2
gives the desired result since
range(ZUZ
T) = range(Z
+U
+Z
+T) = range(Z
+U
+;1=2)
= range(Z
+) = span(fzi : ui > 0g): (4.5.62)
u t
The result above shows that difﬁculties only occur at drop iterations. To
simplify the discussion, we rename ul 1 as ˆ u and let u = 1
1 ˆ ud(ˆ u   ˆ uded), so that xd
is dropped. We suppose ZUZT is singular, so that there are many solutions to
YUZT =  EZUZT. However, one is particularly easy to ﬁnd:
92Lemma 4.5.2 Let ˆ E satisfy Y ˆ UZT + ˆ EZ ˆ UZT = 0. If rank(Z ˆ UZT) = r and
rank(ZUZT) = r   1, then we have the following equalities:
i. yd + ˆ Ezd = 0;
ii. YUZT + ˆ EZUZT = 0;
iii. K(u) = 1
1 ˆ udK(ˆ u); and
iv. ˆ udd(ˆ u) = 1.
Proof: First observe that ˆ u = (1  ˆ ud)u+ ˆ uded. Since ZUZT is singular and XUXT 
0, there exists a vector w , 0 2 Rr such that ZUZTw = 0 and YUZTw = 0. Then
we have
ˆ ud(yd + ˆ Ezd)z
T
dw = ˆ udydz
T
dw + ˆ ud ˆ Ezdz
T
dw
= (1   ˆ ud)YUZ
Tw + ˆ udydz
T
dw + :::
(1   ˆ ud) ˆ EZUZ
Tw + ˆ ud ˆ Ezdz
T
dw
= Y ˆ UZ
Tw + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
Tw = (Y ˆ UZ
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
T)w = 0:
Since ˆ ud > 0, we must have either yd + ˆ Ezd = 0 or zT
dw = 0. Assume that zT
dw = 0:
then we have Z ˆ UZTw = ((1   ˆ ud)ZUZT + ˆ udzdzT
d)w = 0, which contradicts the
nonsingularity of Z ˆ UZT. Hence we must have yd + ˆ Ezd = 0 as claimed in (i).
Y ˆ UZT + ˆ EZ ˆ UZT = 0 and (i) imply that
YUZ
T + ˆ EZUZ
T =
1
1   ˆ ud
(Y ˆ UZ
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udydz
T
d   ˆ ud ˆ Ezdz
T
d)
=
1
1   ˆ ud
(Y ˆ UZ
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
T   ˆ ud(yd + ˆ Ezd)z
T
d) = 0;
from which we get (ii). Similarly, we have
K(u) =
1
1   ˆ ud
(Y ˆ UY
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UY
T   ud(yd + ˆ Ezd)y
T
d)
=
1
1   ˆ ud
(Y ˆ UY
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UY
T) =
1
1   ˆ ud
K(ˆ u);
93which proves (iii). In order to prove (iv), we know that rank(ZUZT) = r   1
implies that det(ZUZT) = 0. We have
det(ZUZ
T) = (1   ˆ ud)
 r det(Z ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udzdz
T
d)
= (1   ˆ ud)
 r det(Z ˆ UZ
T)(1   ˆ udd(ˆ u)) = 0:
Since det(Z ˆ UZT) > 0, we must have (iv). Note that the reverse claim is also
correct, i.e., ˆ udd(ˆ u) = 1 implies that ZUZT is singular. u t
This result can be generalized as follows:
Lemma 4.5.3 Let ˆ u be a dual feasible solution that satisﬁes rank(Z ˆ UZT) = r with
associated matrix ˆ E such that Y ˆ UZT + ˆ EZ ˆ UZT = 0. Deﬁne R(ˆ u) := fi : rank(Z ˆ UZT  
ˆ uizizT
i ) < rg and suppose R  R(ˆ u) is such that  := 1  
P
i2R ˆ ui > 0. Let u = 1
(ˆ u  
P
i2R ˆ uiei); then
i. YUZT + ˆ EZUZT = 0 and
ii. K(u) = 1
K(ˆ u).
Proof: The proof is very similar to that of the previous lemma. We have yi+ ˆ Ezi =
0 for all i 2 R from Lemma 4.5.2, so that
YUZ
T + ˆ EZUZ
T =
1

(Y ˆ UZ
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
T  
X
i2R
ˆ ui(yi + ˆ Ezi)z
T
i )
=
1

(Y ˆ UZ
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UZ
T) = 0;
which gives (i). Similarly,
K(u) =
1

(Y ˆ UY
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UY
T  
X
i2R
ui(yi + ˆ Ezi)y
T
i )
=
1

(Y ˆ UY
T + ˆ EZ ˆ UY
T) =
1

K(ˆ u);
94and hence we get (ii). u t
Letubethecurrentiterate, andassumethatwehave ˆ usuchthatZ ˆ UZT isnon-
singular and u = 1
(ˆ u  
P
i2R ˆ uiei) for some index set R  R(ˆ u) and  = 1  
P
i2R ˆ ui.
Also suppose E satisﬁes Y ˆ UZT + EZ ˆ UZT = 0. If R , R(ˆ u), it is immediate from
Lemma 4.5.3 that replacing u by 1
(ˆ u 
P
i2R(ˆ u) ˆ uiei) increases lndet(K(u)), so we can
assume that R = R(ˆ u). The lemma above shows that much of the information
required related to the current iterate u follows from information for the asso-
ciated vector ˆ u for which Z ˆ UZT is nonsingular. We refer to iterations where we
drop points xd for d 2 R as deferred updates since we maintain information such
as !, , K, etc., for the vector ˆ u, which is the dual vector before dropping the
points xd, d 2 R.
Now, assume that we make an update of the form u+ = (1 )u+ej. If we set
ˆ  = 
1 +, then the update ˆ u+ = (1   ˆ )ˆ u + ˆ ej will satisfy u+ = 1
+(ˆ u+  
P
i2R ˆ u+iei)
where + = 1  
P
i2R ˆ ui+ = 
1 +. We can assume that j < R without loss of
generality because j 2 R implies that yj+Ezj = 0 which in turn implies !j(ˆ u) = 0,
and such a choice of j would never be made by our algorithm. Let us assume
for now that R(ˆ u+) = R.
Letting ˆ  = ˆ 
1 ˆ  (which implies that ˆ  = ), and using the update formulae
in Section 4.2, we obtain
K(u+) =
(1   ˆ )
(1   ˆ ) + ˆ 
0
B B B B @K(ˆ u) +
ˆ 
1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)(yj + Ezj)
T
1
C C C C A:
We have
lndetK(u+) = lndetK(ˆ u)   kln
 
(1   ˆ ) + ˆ 
1   ˆ 
!
+ ln
0
B B B B @1 +
ˆ !j(ˆ u)
1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)
1
C C C C A
= lndetK(ˆ u)   kln

 + ˆ 

+ ln
0
B B B B @1 +
ˆ !j(ˆ u)
1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)
1
C C C C A;
95whose derivative is
@lndetK(u+)
@ˆ 
=  
k
 + ˆ 
+
1
1 +
ˆ !j(ˆ u)
1+ˆ j(ˆ u)
0
B B B B @
!j(ˆ u)
1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)
 
ˆ j(ˆ u)!j(ˆ u)
(1 + ˆ j(ˆ u))2
1
C C C C A
=  
k
 + ˆ 
+
!j(ˆ u)
(1 + ˆ (j(ˆ u) + !j(u)))(1 + ˆ j(ˆ u))
=
 k
( + ˆ )(1 + ˆ j(ˆ u))(1 + ˆ (j(ˆ u) + !j(ˆ u)))

ˆ aˆ 
2   2ˆ bˆ  + ˆ c

;
(4.5.63)
where ˆ a := j(ˆ u)((ˆ u) + !(ˆ u))  0, ˆ b :=  j(ˆ u)  
!j(ˆ u)
2 +
!j(ˆ u)
2k  0, and ˆ c := 1  
!j(ˆ u)
k . Note that this derivative at ˆ  = 0 is positive or negative according as ˆ c
is negative or positive, or equivalently according as !j(ˆ u) (which is !j(u) =
(yj + Ezj)TK(u) 1(yj + Ezj) by Lemma 4.5.3) is greater or less than k, as in the
full-rank case.
Now we can try to ﬁnd the optimal step length that maximizes the objective
function value of the new iterate u+ as before. We need to be careful at this point.
If the choice of the vertex xj used in the update and the corresponding optimal
step length results in an increase, decrease, or drop iteration, then we must have
R(ˆ u+) = R(ˆ u) = R, and hence performing this update is the best option we have
available. (Note that a drop iteration cannot lose rank, because we have already
dropped all such points by our assumption that R = R(ˆ u).) On the other hand, if
the current update turns out to be an add iteration, we may have R(ˆ u+) , R and
we can perform one of the deferred updates in the list R at the same time as we
perform the add iteration. As we discuss below, an appropriate choice of step
lengths then results in a new iterate u+ identical to the current iterate u, but we
will ﬁnd a new ˆ u+ and a new matrix E+ which satisﬁes YU+ZT + E+ZU+ZT = 0.
This feature allows the continued progress of the algorithm.
96Assume we would like to perform an add iteration in which ˆ uj will be in-
creased from 0 to a positive value. This may result in a new iterate for which at
least one of the deferred updates, say that corresponding to dropping xd, may be
performed without violating the nonsingularity assumption. If this is the case,
we will consider a combined update which simultaneously adds xj and drops
xd, with d in the deferred update list R. Therefore updates of the following form
will be of interest:
ˆ u+ = (1   ˆ )
 
ˆ u   ˆ uded
1   ˆ ud
!
+ ˆ ej
=
 
1   ˆ 
1   ˆ ud
!
ˆ u  
(1   ˆ )ˆ ud
1   ˆ ud
ed + ˆ ej:
Let ˆ  =
ˆ (1 ˆ ud)
1 ˆ  , so that we can write the update above as
ˆ u+ = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(ˆ u   ˆ uded + ˆ ej): (4.5.64)
Let us see when such a deferred drop can be made. This will be the case exactly
when the corresponding matrix Z ˆ UZT + ˆ zjzT
j   ˆ udzdzT
d is nonsingular (since the
factor 1   ˆ ud + ˆ  is always positive). Now we use
(Z ˆ UZ
T + ˆ zjz
T
j )
 1 = (Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1   ˆ (1 + ˆ j(ˆ u))
 1(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1zjz
T
j (Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1
to see that the above matrix is nonsingular iff 1 , ˆ udzT
d(Z ˆ UZT + ˆ zjzT
j ) 1zd =
ˆ udd(ˆ u)   ˆ ˆ uddj(ˆ u)2(1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)) 1. Thus, using ˆ udd(ˆ u) = 1, we see that xd can
be dropped exactly when dj(ˆ u) is nonzero. If all dj(ˆ u), d 2 R, are zero, we pro-
ceed with the add iteration without performing any deferred updates. Suppose
now that one of these quantities is nonzero. Then we choose a correspond-
ing d and update ˆ u as in (4.5.64). Note that Lemmas 4.5.1 and 4.5.3 show that
Z ˆ UZT   ˆ udzdzT
d   ˆ ud0zd0zT
d0 has rank r   2 for any two indices d and d0 in R, so we
can only perform at most one deferred update.
97If ˆ u is updated as in (4.5.64), then we have
Y ˆ U+Y
T = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(Y ˆ UY
T   ˆ udydy
T
d + ˆ yjy
T
j ); (4.5.65)
Y ˆ U+Z
T = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(Y ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udydz
T
d + ˆ yjz
T
j ); (4.5.66)
and
Z ˆ U+Z
T = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(Z ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udzdz
T
d + ˆ zjz
T
j ): (4.5.67)
We would like to ﬁnd a matrix E+ that satisﬁes E+Z ˆ U+ZT + Y ˆ U+ZT = 0. Let us
assume that it can be chosen of the form E+ = E + pqT for some p 2 Rk and
q 2 Rr. Keeping in mind that EZ ˆ UZT =  Y ˆ UZT and yd + Ezd = 0 (see Lemmas
4.5.3 and 4.5.2), we can ﬁnd appropriate vectors p and q as follows. We would
like to satisfy:
E+Z ˆ U+Z
T =  Y ˆ U+Z
T; or
(E + pq
T)(Z ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udzdz
T
d + ˆ zjz
T
j ) =  (Y ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udydz
T
d + ˆ yjz
T
j ); or
ˆ (yj + Ezj)z
T
j =  p(q
T(Z ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udzdz
T
d + ˆ zjz
T
j )):
Setting p = yj + Ezj, and q = (Z ˆ UZT) 1zd, this holds as long as
 ˆ zj = zd   ˆ udd(ˆ u)zd + ˆ dj(ˆ u)zj = ˆ dj(ˆ u)zj
where we have used ˆ udd(ˆ u) = 1 since d 2 R. This requires that  =   1
dj(ˆ u), and
we have therefore found a matrix
E+ = E + pq
T
= E  
1
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)z
T
d(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1;
which can be used in further arguments. Using again the fact that ˆ udd(ˆ u) = 1
and also that yd + Ezd = 0, we get
K(ˆ u+) = Y ˆ U+Y
T + E+Z ˆ UY
T
98= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(Y ˆ UY
T   ˆ udydy
T
d + ˆ yjy
T
j + :::
(E + pq
T)(Z ˆ UY
T   ˆ udzdy
T
d + ˆ zjy
T
j ))
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(K(ˆ u) + ˆ (yj + Ezj)y
T
j   :::
1
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)( z
T
dE   ˆ udd(ˆ u)y
T
d + ˆ dj(ˆ u)y
T
j ))
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1(K(ˆ u) + ˆ (yj + Ezj)y
T
j   :::
1
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)((1   ˆ udd(ˆ u))y
T
d + ˆ dj(ˆ u)y
T
j ))
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 1K(ˆ u): (4.5.68)
Since xd will be dropped, it appears that we will have R+ = R   fdg which yields
+ = 1  
P
i2R+ ˆ ui+ = 1 ˆ 
1 ˆ ud + ˆ  = +ˆ 
1 ˆ ud+ˆ . Therefore we can write the new objective
function value as
lndetK(u+) = lndet
1
 + ˆ 
K(ˆ u)
= lndetK(ˆ u)   kln( + ˆ ); (4.5.69)
which is maximized at ˆ  = ˆ  = 0. However, if we choose ˆ  to be zero, we ﬁnd
that Z ˆ U+ZT is singular. We deal with this situation by setting ˆ  positive, but then
as we will see letting xj be a deferred drop instead of xd.
As before, we can update !(ˆ u+) cheaply:
!i(ˆ u+) = (yi + E+zi)
TK(ˆ u+)
 1(yi + E+zi)
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 
yi + (E  
1
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)z
T
d(ZUZ
T)
 1)zi
!T
K(ˆ u)
 1
:::
 
yi + (E  
1
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)z
T
d(ZUZ
T)
 1)zi
!
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
 
yi + Ezi  
di(ˆ u)
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)
!T
K(ˆ u)
 1
:::
 
yi + Ezi  
di(ˆ u)
dj(ˆ u)
(yj + Ezj)
!
99= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
0
B B B B B @!i(ˆ u)  
2di(ˆ u)
dj(ˆ u)
!ij(ˆ u) +
2
di(ˆ u)
2
dj(ˆ u)
!j(ˆ u)
1
C C C C C A: (4.5.70)
Furthermore we have
(Z ˆ U+Z
T)
 1 = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )(Z ˆ UZ
T   ˆ udzdz
T
d + ˆ zjz
T
j )
 1
= (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )((Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1 +
1 + ˆ j(ˆ u)
ˆ 2
dj(ˆ u)
(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1zdz
T
d(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1
:::  
1
dj(ˆ u)
(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1(zdz
T
j + zjz
T
d)(Z ˆ UZ
T)
 1); (4.5.71)
which leads to
i(ˆ u+) = (1   ˆ ud + ˆ )
0
B B B B B @i(ˆ u) +
(1 + ˆ j(ˆ u))2
di(ˆ u)
ˆ 2
dj(ˆ u)
 
2di(ˆ u)ij(ˆ u)
dj(ˆ u)
1
C C C C C A: (4.5.72)
We have ˆ u+jj(ˆ u+) = ˆ 
(1 ˆ ud+ˆ )
ˆ  = 1, which implies that j 2 R(ˆ u+). Therefore we can
perform a combined step in which xj is added while xd is dropped and add j to
the deferred update list. The new deferred update list R+ = R   fdg [ fjg satisﬁes
R+ = R(ˆ u+) since we cannot have any more new deferred updates. The choice of
ˆ  is irrelevant because the new feasible point u+ has as its components not in R+
scalings of those of ˆ u   ˆ uded + ˆ ej and so is independent of ˆ  and in fact equal to
u. We prefer to use ˆ  = ˆ ud since it simpliﬁes the calculations (see (4.5.64)) and 
is unchanged.
Based on this discussion we can modify Algorithm 4.2.1 as follows:
100Algorithm 4.5.1
Input: X 2 Rnm, k 2 f1;:::;ng and  > 0.
Step 0. Initialize u = e=m, ˆ u = u, R = ; and  = 1,
compute K(ˆ u), E(ˆ u), !(ˆ u), and (ˆ u),
and set !(u) = !(ˆ u), and (u) = (ˆ u).
Step 1. Find s := argmaxif!i(u)   kg, t := argminif!i(u)   k : ui > 0g.
If !s(u)   k  k and !t(u)   k   k,
STOP: u satisﬁes the -approximate optimality conditions.
Step 2. If !t(u) = 0, let D = fi : ˆ uii(ˆ u) = 1g,
and set R = R [ D,  = 1  
P
i2R ˆ ui, u =  1ˆ u, u(R) = 0,
!(u) = !(ˆ u), and (u) = (ˆ u). Go to Step 1.
Step 3. If !s(u)   k < k   !t(u), set j = t and go to Step 6. Else j = s.
Step 4. If ˆ uj = 0 and R , ;, calculate d0 j(ˆ u) for d0 2 R,
and ﬁnd d := argmaxd02Rfjd0 j(ˆ u)jg.
If dj(ˆ u) = 0, go to Step 5.
Otherwise, replace ˆ u by ˆ u   ˆ uded + ˆ udej,
set R = R   fdg [ fjg, update E(ˆ u), !(ˆ u), and (ˆ u),
and set !(u) = !(ˆ u) and (u) = (ˆ u). Go to Step 1.
Step 5. Replace ˆ u by ˆ u+ := (1   ˆ )ˆ u + ˆ ej, where ˆ  > 0 is chosen as in
Section 4.5 to maximize g(u). Go to Step 7.
Step 6. Replace ˆ u by ˆ u+ := (1   ˆ )ˆ u + ˆ ej, where now ˆ  is chosen from
negative values to maximize g(u) subject to ˆ u+ remaining feasible.
Step 7. Update K(ˆ u), E(ˆ u), !(ˆ u), and (ˆ u),
set  = 1  
P
i2R ˆ ui, u =  1ˆ u, u(R) = 0,
!(u) = !(ˆ u) and (u) = (ˆ u). Go to Step 1.
101Thisalgorithmalsostartswithadualfeasiblesolution. Wecanuseanyinitial
solution u as long as ZUZT  0. A good candidate is u = e=m since the zi’s span
Rr. Each feasible solution vector u is associated with a lifted solution vector
ˆ u satisfying u =  1ˆ u and uR = 0. R is the set of deferred updates accumulated
sincetheﬁrstiterationandistheweightoftheremainingcomponentsof ˆ u. We
work with ˆ u for which Z ˆ UZT  0 by construction, although the solution that we
areinterestedinisuforwhichZUZT maybesingular. AsprovedinLemma4.5.3,
ˆ u provides all the information we need in order to calculate the variance and the
objective function associated with u, so that we can ﬁgure out the next iterate
and step length which maximizes g(u) while taking a Frank-Wolfe step such as
u+ = (1 )u+ej (or equivalently, ˆ u+ = (1  ˆ )ˆ u+ ˆ ej). At each iteration, we check
whether we can add more deferred drop iterations, since each will increase g(u).
In some of the iterations, we are able to make a step where we exchange one
of the points in the deferred set R with a new point. Although this step does
not improve the objective function, it changes the axis of the cylinder at hand
which may lead to better iterates. The following example demonstrates how the
algorithm works on a toy problem. The cylinders generated at each iteration
of the algorithm are illustrated below in Figure 4.2. Note that Algorithm 4.2.1
would fail at the ﬁrst iteration for this example if we chose j = 2.
Example 4.5.1 For X =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
3 2 0 0 6
1 2 3 4 0
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
and k = 1, Algorithm 4.5.1 obtains a 10 7-
approximate optimal solution in 3 iterations as shown in Table 4.1.
We also consider another version of this algorithm in which Step 3 is mod-
iﬁed to calculate the possible improvement in the objective function for each
vertex (not just the two with the maximal and minimal version as in Algorithm
102Table 4.1: Execution of Algorithm 4.5.1 for a 2-D Toy Example
Iteration 0: Initialization
ˆ u0 =

0 0:5 0:5 0 0

u0 =

0 0:5 0:5 0 0

!(ˆ u0) =

0:889 0 2 3:556 8

!(u0) =

0:889 0 2 3:556 8

R0 = ; E0 =  1 0 = 1 ˆ 0 = 0 0 =  1 j0 = 2
Iteration 1: Dropping x2 is deferred
ˆ u1 =

0 0:5 0:5 0 0

u1 =

0 0 1 0 0

!(ˆ u1) =

0:889 0 2 3:556 8

!(u1) =

0:445 0 1 1:778 4

R1 = f2g E1 =  1 1 = 0:5 ˆ 1 = N=A 1 = N=A j1 = 5 d1 = 2
Iteration 2: x2 is dropped and x5 is deferred
ˆ u2 =

0 0 0:5 0 0:5

u2 =

0 0 1 0 0

!(ˆ u2) =

0:222 0:889 2 3:556 0

!(u2) =

0:111 0:445 1 1:778 0

R2 = f5g E2 = 0 2 = 0:5 ˆ 2 = 1 2 = 1 j2 = 4
Iteration 3: x4 is added
ˆ u3 =

0 0 0 1 0

u3 =

0 0 0 1 0

!(ˆ u3) =

0:063 0:25 0:563 1 0

!(u3) =

0:063 0:25 0:563 1 0

R3 = f5g E3 = 0 3 = 1 ˆ 3 = N=A 3 = N=A j3 = N=A
4.5.1. In this version, the vertex which gives the best improvement is chosen.
This algorithm will be referred to as Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL. Both versions have
attractive features as will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.2: Cylinders generated by Algorithm 4.5.1 for Example 4.5.1.
4.6 Computational Study
In order to illustrate the efﬁciency of the algorithm, we have carried out com-
putational tests with Algorithm 4.5.1 and Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL. The computa-
tional experiments were carried out on a 3.40 GHz Pentium IV processor with
1.0 GB RAM using MATLAB version R2006b. The ﬁrst data set was randomly
generated as in [31] with sizes (n;m) varying from (10;500) to (100;100000). For
each (n;m) value, we have solved the problem for three different values of k
(k = 0:2n;0:5n;0:8n). We have set  = 10 4. For each ﬁxed (n;k;m) ten different
problem instances were generated for each data set. The computational results
are reported in terms of averages over these instances in Table 4.2, which is di-
videdintothreesetsofcolumns. Theﬁrstsetofcolumnsreportsthesize(n;k;m).
The second set of columns presents the results regarding the CPU time and is
further divided into two parts, the ﬁrst of which is devoted to the CPU time in
104seconds in order to obtain an  approximate optimal solution using Algorithm
4.5.1 while the second one displays the CPU time using Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL.
The last set of columns reports the number of iterations and also further divided
into two columns, displaying the number of iterations needed by Algorithm
4.5.1 and Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL in this order. We have used the initialization al-
gorithm in [18] to ﬁnd the initial feasible solutions in our experiments. It was
observed that these initial solutions decrease the number of iterations needed
by the algorithms in practice. Finding a provably better initialization method
would improve the theoretical complexity results in Section 4.3 and devising
such a method remains as a challenge for us.
Table 4.2: Mean of the numbers of iterations and the solution times of two
versions of Algorithm 4.5.1 for random samples of 21 problems,
using data sets for Table 2 of Sun and Freund [31].
CPU Time (Seconds) No. of Iterations
n k m Alg 4.5.1 Alg 4.5.1-ALL Alg 4.5.1 Alg 4.5.1-ALL
10 2 500 0.55 0.81 1047.9 880
10 5 500 0.32 0.56 624.1 623
10 8 500 0.20 0.33 385.2 372.3
10 2 1000 0.55 1.17 1008.6 985.4
10 5 1000 0.56 1.10 979.1 908.4
10 8 1000 0.38 0.86 685 680.4
20 4 5000 4.28 13.20 3300.2 3058.6
20 10 5000 2.51 9.17 2147.1 2189.4
20 16 5000 1.37 5.48 1260.1 1346.7
As demonstrated by Tables 4.2 and 4.3, both algorithms are capable of
105Table 4.3: Mean of the numbers of iterations and the solution times of two
versions of Algorithm 4.5.1 for random samples of 21 problems,
using data sets for Table 2 of Sun and Freund [31].
CPU Time (Seconds) No. of Iterations
n k m Alg 4.5.1 Alg 4.5.1-ALL Alg 4.5.1 Alg 4.5.1-ALL
20 4 10000 8.37 31.26 3670.7 3917.8
20 10 10000 4.15 16.03 1988.2 2056.3
20 16 10000 3.18 12.67 1577.9 1595.4
30 6 30000 40.49 136.63 5685.7 5771.4
30 15 30000 22.67 78.53 3355.4 3372.2
30 24 30000 17.75 65.86 2812.9 2863.4
50 10 50000 156.02 412.71 9477.5 9159.1
50 25 50000 99.81 287.07 6537.3 6593.7
50 40 50000 68.12 207.37 4983.4 4937.6
100 20 100000 1120.34 2302.59 16826.9 17090.6
100 50 100000 783.38 1700.31 13125.3 13289.5
100 80 100000 555.76 1279.65 10535.4 10540.8
solving very large instances of the problem in a reasonable amount of time.
Although using Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL may decrease the number of iterations
needed, the total CPU time spent by Algorithm 4.5.1-ALL is always worse than
that by Algorithm 4.5.1 due to the large amount of calculation needed at each
iteration.
Although the theoretical results suggest that the number of iterations and
the total time spent by the algorithms are increasing with k, the experimental
results demonstrate that in practice the problem becomes easier as the number
106Figure 4.3: Average CPU times (left) and average number of iterations re-
quired (right) to obtain a 10 4-approximate optimal solution
using Algorithm 4.5.1 for randomly generated data sets with
(n;m) = (100;10000) and various values of k
of parameters to be estimated are increased. This may be explained by the fact
that as k increases the MAEC problem becomes increasingly closer in structure
to the much easier MVEE problem. It is observed that for a problem instance
with ﬁxed (n;0:8n;m), the number of iterations required to solve the correspond-
ing MVEE problem to the same level of precision is around 90 percent of the
number of iterations required to solve the MAEC problem. In order to take
a closer look at this phenomenon, we have conducted experiments on 10 data
sets, where (n;m) = (100;10000). The instances are randomly generated as above
and k is chosen from the set f5;10;:::;95;100g. The results are summarized in
Figure 4.3. In both ﬁgures the horizontal axis corresponds to the various values
of the parameter k. The vertical axis corresponds to the average CPU time (left)
and the average number of iterations (right) spent by the algorithm to solve 10
instances of the problem with parameter set (100;k;10000) in Figure 4.3. The
problem instances are generated as in Table 4.2.
1074.7 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have developed and analyzed an algorithm for the
Minimum-Area Enclosing Ellipsoidal Cylinder problem. We have shown that
this problem is a generalization of the Minimum-Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid
problem. Our theoretical discussion and computational results show that the
more general and harder MAEC problem can be solved by a Frank-Wolfe type
algorithm just like the MVEE problem. Unfortunately developing this algo-
rithm and analyzing its properties is not as straightforward as it is for the MVEE
problem. We have illustrated this fact using a simple example and suggested a
modiﬁcation of the algorithm. One may suspect that the modiﬁed algorithm
can cycle for some instances and fail. In our experience this never happens. We
are not yet able to prove but we strongly believe that the modiﬁed algorithm
does not cycle.
Our work shows how to use ﬁrst-order methods to solve this problem. It is
obvious that large instances of the problem can only be attacked by these type of
techniques. The addition of Wolfe’s away steps makes a huge difference in the
number of iterations required to obtain a certain accuracy level in practice. The
local convergence result in Section 4.4 provides a theoretical explanation for this
phenomenon. Similar behavior is observed for the MVEE problem as discussed
in [2].
Note that similar algorithms can be designed for a related cylindrical inclu-
sion problem, which ﬁnds an enclosing ellipsoidal cylinder such that the in-
tersection with the subspace  has the smallest sum of inverses of semi-axes,
together with its dual, the Ak-optimal design, which is a generalization of the
108A-optimal design problem in Chapter 3. This version of the design problem
ﬁnds a design vector such that the mean dispersion of the error is minimized
when estimating ﬁrst k parameters of a linear model with n unknown param-
eters. We have developed such an algorithm that works well for all practical
instances so far; nevertheless the details of the analysis and computations are
quite cumbersome and omitted for the sake of conciseness.
109CHAPTER 5
ANOTHER GENERALIZATION: PARTIAL INCLUSION
Given an integer h, 1  h  m, and an arbitrary data set X = fx1;:::; xmg  Rn,
which has m distinct points, the Minimum-Volume Ellipsoid (MVE) estimator
is deﬁned to be the minimum-volume ellipsoid that encloses at least h points in
the data set. Let I = f1;:::;mg. The problem of ﬁnding the MVE estimator of X
can be formulated as a combinatorial problem, e.g.,
minH0;c2Rn f(H) :=  lndetH
jfi 2 I : (xi   c)TH(xi   c)  ngj  h;
and also as a MINLP (Mixed Integer Nonlinear Program).
The MVE estimator is an important tool in robust regression and outlier de-
tection in statistics. Rousseeuw and Leroy [26] proved that if h = d(m+n+1)=2e,
then the MVE estimator has the maximum breakpoint (i.e., an outlier detection
method based on the MVE estimator can detect outliers in data sets with many
contaminated points). The problem of ﬁnding the exact MVE estimator is a hard
combinatorial problem with two interactive components: ﬁnding the optimum
subset of at least h points and computing the minimum-volume ellipsoid that
encloses this subset.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the problem of computing the minimum-volume
enclosing ellipsoid (MVEE) of a given set is well-studied. There are many ef-
ﬁcient algorithms in the literature some of which are discussed in depth previ-
ously in this thesis.
Unfortunately, the ﬁrst component, i.e., choosing the best subset, is not an
easy task. The number of subsets to be considered is large even for small in-
110stances of the problem. For example, when m = 20, n = 2, and h = 12, the
number of subsets to be considered is 125970, and we need approximately 3
hours to enumerate all subsets (using the fastest algorithm available to ﬁnd the
MVEE for each subset) on a desktop computer. For m = 30, n = 2, and h = 17,
approximately 43 days is necessary to enumerate all subsets.
There are various algorithms in the literature that address the problem of
ﬁnding the MVE estimator. These algorithms can be divided into three cat-
egories: Exact methods, heuristics, and metaheuristics. Cook, Hawkins, and
Weisberg [5] proposed a direct enumeration algorithm in which all h-point sub-
sets are investigated. This method is very slow and can only be useful for very
small instances as expected. Later, Agullo [1] proposed a branch and bound
(B-and-B) algorithm which avoids investigating a large proportion of the sub-
sets. We will discuss details of this algorithm in Section 5.3. Rousseeuw and
Leroy [26] suggested a random search in which a number of subsets with n + 1
points are generated. The MVEE of these subsets are calculated and then de-
ﬂated or inﬂated to enclose at least h points. The smallest of these ellipsoids is
chosen as the MVE estimator. This is a rough estimate and the number of sub-
sets that are investigated should be very large in order to have a good approx-
imation. Hawkins [12] suggested the Feasible Solution Algorithm (FSA) which
starts with a random h-point subset and searches the neighborhood by swap-
ing two points each time, i.e., one point in the current subset is exchanged with
another point that is not in the current subset, until no further improvement is
possible by two-way swapping. It is discussed that the algorithm should make
approximately 5000 random starts to ﬁnd a satisfactory estimate. Modiﬁed ver-
sions of the FSA algorihm are also discussed which use different methods to
choose the swaps. Also a lower bound is used to eliminate some subsets before
111calculating the minimum-volume enclosing ellipsoid. Hawkins and Olive [13]
improved these algorithms by using an easy-to-check condition at the initializa-
tion: eliminating some of the covered points if the initial sample covers more
than h points. Poston [21] proposed an algorithm based on EID values. The EID
value of a point is an estimate of the contribution of the point to the determi-
nant of the Fischer information matrix which is closely related to the volume
of the minimum-volume enclosing ellipsoid as discussed in Poston and Tolson
[20]. This algorithm is very fast but can be far away from the optimal solution.
Hawkins’ FSA algorithms and Poston’s EID algorithm are combined by Gram-
bow and Stromberg [9] to obtain better approximations. Woodruff and Rocke
[34] applied various metaheuristics such as genetic algorithms, tabu search, and
simulated annealing to the MVE problem.
In this chapter, we will develop a 2-exchange heuristic. A 2-exchange or
2-opt heuristic is a local search method which produces a solution that is bet-
ter than every other solution that can be obtained by dropping one point from
the current subset and adding another one. Hawkin’s FSA algorithm is also
a 2-exchange heuristic; nevertheless our algorithm uses stronger bounds and
various initializations. We will also develop a B-and-B algorithm and provide
computational results. This algorithm is similar to Agullo’s but uses different
branching strategies and stronger bounds.
Although our results improve the older ones to some extent and provide
valuable insight (mostly gained from our journey documented in this thesis),
it is not a panacea. Exactly solving large instances of this problem requires a
B-and-B algorithm developed for multiple processors and stronger bounds.
1125.1 Preliminaries
In this chapter, we will assume that the data set X and all subsets of X being
evaluatedarecenteredaroundtheorigin. Thisiswithoutlossofgenerality, since
given an arbitrary subset we can obtain an equivalent problem on a centered
subset as discussed in Chapter 2. Let A  I be a set of indices. Let us recall the
MVEE problem and its dual for the set XA := fxi 2 X : i 2 Ag  X. The primal
problem is written as
minH0 fA(H) :=  lndetH
(PA) xT
i Hxi  n; i 2 A;
and its dual as
maxu gA(u) := lndetXUXT
(DA) eTu = 1;
u  0;
ui = 0; i < A;
where X = [x1;:::; xm] as in the previous chapters.
Deﬁnition 5.1.1 A feasible solution for the MVE estimator problem is any subset A 
I such that jAj  h. Its value is equal to fA(H), where H is the optimal solution for
(PA).
We need to solve (PA) and (DA) in order to evaluate the value of each subset.
When two subsets lie in the neighborhood of each other in the search space, (i.e.,
one subset can be obtained by adding or removing a single point, or exchanging
two points), solving the MVEE problem for one of them gives information about
the value of the other one as discussed next. For simplicity we will assume that
113the data points are indexed so that A = f1;2;:::;jAjg. We also assume that we
obtain new subsets with adding jAj + 1, or removing jAj, or doing both at the
same time.
Lemma 5.1.1 Given A = f1;:::;k 1g and ˆ A = A[fkg, let H, ˆ H, u, and ˆ u be optimal
for (PA), (P ˆ A), (DA), and (D ˆ A), respectively. If k  n, then
f ˆ A( ˆ H) = fA(H):
Otherwise,
f ˆ A( ˆ H)   fA(H)  (n   1)log(1   ) + log(1    + k); (5.1.1)
where  =
k=n 1
k 1 and k = xT
k(XUXT) 1xk.
Proof: When k  n, xk is already enclosed by MVEE(XA); hence MVEE(XA) is
also MVEE(X ˆ A).
Assume k > n. For any 0   < 1, u+ := (1   )u + ek is feasible w.r.t (D ˆ A),
where ek is the kth unit vector. Using (2.1.4), we have
f ˆ A( ˆ H) = g ˆ A(ˆ u)  g ˆ A(u+) = (n   1)log(1   ) + log(1    + k(u)) + gA(u)
= (n   1)log(1   ) + log(1    + k(u)) + fA(H):
The rest of the proof follows from the fact that  =
k=n 1
k 1 maximizes the right-
hand side of this inequality. u t
Lemma 5.1.2 Given A = f1;:::;kg and ˆ A = A fkg, let H, ˆ H, u, and ˆ u be optimal for
(PA), (P ˆ A), (DA), and (D ˆ A), respectively. If uk = 0, then
f ˆ A( ˆ H) = fA(H):
114Otherwise,
f ˆ A( ˆ H)   fA(H)   nlog(1   uk) + log(1   nuk):
Proof: When uk = 0, u is feasible and also optimal for (D ˆ A); hence MVEE(XA) is
also MVEE(X ˆ A).
Suppose now that uk > 0. Since u is optimal w.r.t (DA), uk > 0 implies that
k = n. Consider the update u+ := (1 )u+ek where  =
 uk
1 uk. Since (u+)k = 0, u+
is feasible w.r.t (D ˆ A). Using (2.1.4), we have
f ˆ A( ˆ H) = g ˆ A(ˆ u)  g ˆ A(u+) = (n   1)log(1=(1   uk)) + log((1   kuk)=(1   uk) + gA(u)
=  nlog(1   uk) + log(1   nuk) + fA(H):
u t
Assuming that we have found the MVEE of a particular subset XA, Lemmas
5.1.1 and 5.1.2 provide lower bounds on the value of the subsets that can be
obtained by adding an element to A or removing one from A. These lower
bounds will be useful to eliminate some subsets even without solving the MVEE
problem for them. The following lemma takes a further step ahead and derives
a lower bound on the value of the subsets that can be obtained by adding a point
and removing another one from the current subset A simultaneously. This will
be useful in developing the 2-exchange heuristic in the following section.
Lemma 5.1.3 Given two sets A = f1;:::;k  1;kg and ˆ A = f1;:::;k  1;k +1g, let H,
ˆ H, u, and ˆ u be optimal for (PA), (P ˆ A), (DA), and (D ˆ A), respectively. Then we have
f ˆ A( ˆ H)   fA(H)  (n   1)ln(1   2)   nln(1   uk) + ln(1   ukk + 2);
where  =  1 + ukk + (1   uk)k+1   uk(1   uk)

kk+1   2
k;k+1

and 2 =
maxf0;
 n+nukk+1 ukk
n g:
115Proof: Consider
u+ := (1   1   2)u + 1ek + 2ek+1: (5.1.2)
If we choose
1 =
uk(2   1)
1   uk
; (5.1.3)
then (u+)k = 0. Then u+ is a feasible solution for (D ˆ A). We can calculate the dual
objective function value at this point easily as follows. We have
XU+X
T = (1   1   2)(XUX
T) + 1xkx
T
k + 2xk+1x
T
k+1;
which leads to
det(XU+X
T) = det(XUX
T)(1   1   2)
n(1 +
1
1   1   2
k +
2
1   1   2
k+1 +
12
(1   1   2)2(kk+1   
2
k;k+1)); (5.1.4)
where k(k+1) := xk(XUXT) 1xk+1. Plugging in (5.1.3) and taking logarithms, we
get
lndet(X ˆ U+X
T) = lndet(XUX
T) + (n   1)ln(1   2)   nln(1   uk) + ln(1   ukk + 2):
Therestoftheprooffollowssince2 = maxf0;
 n+nukk+1 ukk
n gmaximizestheright-
hand side of this inequality while keeping u+ feasible. u t
Note that Lemma 5.1.3 deduces to Lemma 5.1.1 for uk = 0 and to Lemma
5.1.2 for 2 = 0 as expected.
5.2 A 2-Exchange Heuristic
In this section, we develop a 2-exchange heuristic which is capable of ﬁnding
good solutions quickly even for large instances of the problem. The heuristic
can roughly be summarized in three steps:
1161. Find an initial feasible solution and evaluate its value.
2. Select an exchange that will improve the objective function.
3. Perform the exchange.
The last two steps are repeated until no improving exchange can be found.
Since it is unlikely that a single run of the algorithm would return a local opti-
mum, itshouldberepeatedmanytimeswithmanydifferentinitialsolutions. As
we will discuss below, the quality (by quality we mean the speed of the method
as well as the quality of the solutions produced) of the heuristic is highly de-
pendent on the initial solutions, the number of times the algorithm is called,
and the selection of the points to be swapped at each iteration. Lower bounds
on the value of the candidate subsets are useful in making clever decisions so
that the number of swaps is reduced. Running time can further be reduced by
careful implementation especially when performing the exchange in Step 3. We
will elaborate on these details in the following subsections.
5.2.1 Finding a feasible initial solution
Here we introduce several methods to ﬁnd an initial feasible solution. While
some of the methods are elegant but computationally expensive, others are
crude but cheap.
a. Ellipsoidal peeling
Ellipsoidal peeling starts with the MVEE of the whole data set X and ‘peels’
this ellipsoid by discarding one of the points on its boundary at each iteration
until only h points remain. Lemma 5.1.2 provides an estimate (lower bound)
117on the volume of the new MVEE when one of the points is discarded from the
current subset. Since the lower bound is a decreasing function of the weight of
the point being discarded, a point on the boundary with maximum weight is left
outside. This methods starts with covering all points and generates ellipsoids
which cover m   1, m   2, ..., and h points as it proceeds. It can be summarized
as follows:
Algorithm 5.2.1 (Ellipsoidal Peeling)
Input: X 2 Rnm, h 2 f1;:::;mg, and  > 0.
Step 1. Set A = I.
Step 2. If jAj = h, STOP: Output A.
Else, run WA-TY to obtain an -approximate optimal solution u for (DA).
Step 3. Find j = argmaxi ui. Set A = A   fjg. Go to Step 2.
Although ellipsoidal peeling usually generates good solutions, it has two
major disadvantages. First, it is an expensive algorithm because we need to
solve m   h instances of the MVEE problem. Second, it is a deterministic algo-
rithm which is not useful in designing a local search heuristic.
b. Ellipsoidal ordering
The following algorithm calculates the MVEE of the whole data set, orders
points with respect to their ellipsoidal distance (deﬁned using the MVEE), and
picks the points with the h smallest distances as the initial solution.
118Algorithm 5.2.2 (Ellipsoidal Ordering)
Input: X 2 Rnm, h 2 f1;:::;mg, and  > 0.
Step 1. Run WA-TY to obtain an -approximate optimal solution u for (DA).
Step 2. Sort i1(u)  i2(u)  :::  im(u). Output A = fi1;:::;ihg.
c. The EID Algorithm
The EID algorithm discussed in [21] is a quick way to ﬁnd a feasible solution
which may provide good solutions for some problems. We provide the details
of the algorithm in the following table for completeness. Note that X(:;A) is a
matrix whose columns are vectors in XA.
Algorithm 5.2.3 (The EID Algorithm)
Input: X 2 Rnm and h 2 f1;:::;mg.
Step 1. Let A := f1;:::;mg.
Step 2. Calculate ¯ x =
P
i2A xi
jAj and ¯ X = X(:;A)   [¯ x;:::; ¯ x].
Step 3. Calculate EID = diag(XT( ¯ X ¯ XT) 1X). Let j = argmaxfi2Ag EIDi.
Update A = A   fjg.
Step 4. If jAj = h, STOP: Output A.
Else, go to Step 2.
The EID values represent the contribution of the ith point to the eigenvalues
of the information matrix (see Chapter 1). Since the shape matrix of the MVEE
119is related to the information matrix, removing the points with large EID values
yields a solution with reasonably small volume. We need to be careful when
implementing this algorithm so that the matrix X used in the algorithm does
not lose its full rank property. This can be managed easily, since it is shown in
[21] that removing any point xi with EIDi = 1 leads to a singular matrix X. If
this happens, we can instead remove the point with the second (or third, etc.)
highest EID value.
d. Spherical ordering
Another idea is to order points with respect to their Euclidean norms and
pick a subset with h smallest points as the initial solution.
Algorithm 5.2.4 (Spherical Ordering)
Input: X 2 Rnm and h 2 f1;:::;mg.
Step 1. Sort jjxi1jj2  jjxi2jj2  :::  jjximjj2. Output A = fi1;:::;ihg.
e. Random ellipsoidal peeling/building
The following algorithm randomizes the ellipsoidal peeling algorithm. It is
useful in local search and usually very fast compared to its deterministic ver-
sion.
120Algorithm 5.2.5 (Random Ellipsoidal Peeling/Building)
Input: X 2 Rnm, h 2 f1;:::;mg, and  > 0.
Step 1. Choose a subset A randomly s.t. A  I, jAj = n + 1, and XA spans Rn.
Step 2. Run WA-TY to obtain an -approximate optimal solution u for (DA).
Step 3. Let A = fi : (u)  n(1 + )]g.
Step 4. If jAj = h, STOP: Output A.
elseif jAj < h, set A = A [ fjg, where j = argminfi(u) : i(u) > n(1 + )g;
else set A = A   fjg, where j = argmaxi ui.
Step 5. Go to Step 2.
f. Random ellipsoidal ordering
Similarly, we can also randomize the ellipsoidal ordering algorithm as fol-
lows.
Algorithm 5.2.6 (Random Ellipsoidal Ordering)
Input: X 2 Rnm, h 2 f1;:::;mg, and  > 0.
Step 1. Choose a subset A randomly s.t. A  I, jAj = (n + 1), and XA spans Rn.
Step 2. Run WA-TY to obtain an -approximate optimal solution u for (DA).
Step 3. Sort i1(u)  i2(u)  :::  im(u).
Output A = fi1;:::;ihg.
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At each iteration of the heuristic, we move from the current solution (a subset A
with h points) to a new one in its neighborhood by making an exchange between
a covered point i 2 A and an uncovered point j < A. Although there are h(m 
h) possible exchanges, considering exchanges between points on the boundary
of the MVEE of the current subset and the (m   h) uncovered ones is enough
because exchanging a point in the interior of the current ellipsoid will not lead
to a subset whose MVEE has smaller volume. Since there are O(n) points on the
boundary of an MVEE in practice, the number of possible exchanges decreases
dramatically with this basic observation. For each candidate pair of points to
be exchanged, the lower bound (on the volume of the candidate subset) from
Lemma 5.1.3 is used in order to eliminate nonpromising exchanges. Once we
obtain a candidate exchange xi and xj whose lower bound is lower than the
current objective function value, we solve the corresponding MVEE problem
for the candidate set ˆ A = A fig[fjg. If the volume of MVEE( ˆ A) is smaller than
that of MVEE(A), we record this value. Three different versions of the algorithm
can be used:
i. BEST EXCHANGE version: evaluates all possible exchanges and uses the
best one.
ii. FIRST EXCHANGE version: picks the ﬁrst exchange that provides an
MVEE with a smaller value.
iii. BEST BOUND version: calculates a lower bound (from Lemma 5.1.3) for
all possible exchanges, picks the best, and calculates its value. This ex-
change is used if the value of the candidate solution is better than the
122value of the current solution, otherwise the exchange with the second (or
third, etc.) smallest lower bound is considered.
All versions of the heuristic are faster than the previously reported heuristics
in the literature because of the decreased number of exchanges considered at
every iteration and the improvement on the lower bound. In addition, we are
capable of evaluating each candidate exchange faster because we don’t solve
the corresponding MVEE problem from scratch but start at a feasible solution
obtained from the current optimal solution for MVEE(A) using the best step
size as discussed in Lemma 5.1.3. In addition, we stop evaluating (running the
WA-TY algorithm) a subset when the objective function value exceeds the best
solution found so far.
We can summarize the heuristic as follows:
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Input: X 2 Rnm, h 2 f1;:::;mg, and  > 0.
Step 1. Let A be the output from one of the Algorithms 5.2.1-5.2.6.
Let H and u be -approximate optimal solutions for (PA) and (DA).
Set Bvol = fA(H) and opt = 1.
Step 2. For all k : uk > 0 and all j : j < A, calculate
LBkj = fA(H) + (n   1)ln(1   2)   nln(1   uk) + ln(1   ukk(u) + 2),
where 2 and  are as in Lemma 5.1.3 with j replacing k + 1,
and let ˆ A = A   fkg [ j.
If LBkj < Bvol,
ﬁnd ˆ H and ˆ u -approximate optimal solutions for (P ˆ A) and (D ˆ A).
If f ˆ A( ˆ H) < Bvol, Bvol = f ˆ A( ˆ H), cA = ˆ A, cH = ˆ H, cu = ˆ u and opt = 0.
Step 3. If opt = 0, then set A = cA, H = cH, u = cu and opt = 1. Go to Step 2.
Else, output Bvol and A.
5.3 A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
We now present a branch and bound (B-and-B) algorithm in order to obtain
exact solutions for small- and medium-sized data sets. The B-and-B algorithm
starts with calling the heuristic and obtaining an upper bound on the volume of
the MVE estimator. Then all n point (ordered lexicographically) subsets of the
set I are generated and put into a stack. Each subset in the stack corresponds to
a subproblem to be solved. We process the stack in FIFO (ﬁrst in ﬁrst out) order.
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hand (the ﬁrst subproblem on the stack) and obtain a dual optimal solution u.
The WA-TY algorithm is called anytime a subproblem is to be solved as a black-
box. If the volume of the MVEE(S) is greater than the upper bound, we fathom
this subproblem by erasing it from the stack, since the volume of the MVEE(S)
is a lower bound on the volume of the MVEE of each subset which contains S.
Otherwise, ifthenumberofpointsinthesubsetish, theupperboundisupdated
to be the volume of the MVEE(S) and the problem is again fathomed. On the
other hand, if the volume of MVEE(S) is smaller than the upper bound and
the number of points in S is smaller than h, we branch on the subproblem by
generating new subproblems. Each new subproblem corresponds to a subset S 0
which is generated by adding a new point to the current subset S. (Since we add
only points with indices larger than the last element in the ordered set S, each
subset of I is considered at most once with this branching rule.) Using Lemma
5.1.1, the optimal solution for the MVEE problem for the subset S provides a
lower bound on the volume of the MVEE of the subset S 0. If the lower bound
for S 0 is smaller than the upper bound, the new subproblem S 0 is added to the
end of the stack. Furthermore, the efﬁciency of the B-and-B algorithm can be
increased by storing the solution (1   )u + ej (with  as in Lemma 5.1.1) for
each subproblem S 0 = S [ fjg since the blackbox for the MVEE problem will
solve the problem for S 0 more efﬁciently using this solution. It is important to
note that some of the subproblems are solved with no further effort as soon as
they are generated. Let S 0 = S [ fjg. It is obvious that, if j  n, xj is covered by
MVEE(S) and hence MVEE(S 0)=MVEE(S) and the solution u is optimal for both
problems. Therefore, we can continue branching on S 0 at no cost. We will refer
to this as aggressive branching.
125The B-and-B algorithm is similar to that of Agullo [1]. Nevertheless, we
make use of tighter lower bounds on the subproblems, a better upper bound
obtained from the heuristic, a faster routine to solve the MVEE problems on
subproblems, and also agressive branching. We are capable of solving small
instances of the problem very fast, and medium-sized problems in a couple of
hours as discussed in the next section. Although we expect our algorithm to
be faster than that of Agullo [1], we cannot make accurate comparisons since
the solution times are highly dependent on the data set X. Experiments on a
wide range of data sets should be performed on the same platform for a fair
comparison. This is not practical at this moment since Agullo’s algorithm has
been coded in FORTRAN (which is faster in data storage and movement than
MATLAB) and is not available to the author.
5.4 Computational Study
In this section, we provide a computational study comparing the BEST EX-
CHANGE version of the 2-exchange heuristic and the B-and-B algorithm. We
have coded both algorithms in MATLAB using the WA-TY algorithm with elim-
ination technique from Chapter 2 as the black box MVEE solver whenever
needed. The heuristic makes 204 random starts, one for each deterministic
method (i.e., Algorithms 5.2.1-5.2.4) and 100 for each non-deterministic method
(i.e., Algorithms 5.2.5-5.2.6). The subset with the smallest objective function
value is chosen as the MVE estimator by the heuristic and its value is also used
as an initial upper bound for the B-and-B algorithm.
We have started by conducting experiments on the six classical data sets that
126had been used by various authors in the literature. The parameters of these
data sets together with their names are given in Table 5.1. The actual data sets
are available in [26].
Table 5.1: Parameters for Data Sets used in the Literature
Data Set n m h
Aircraft 4 23 14
Coleman 5 20 13
Delivery 2 25 14
Education 3 50 27
Gravity 5 20 13
Salinity 3 28 16
Table 5.2: Solutions Times for the Heuristic and the B-and-B Algorithm for
the Classical Data Sets
Data Set Heuristic time (sec.) B-and-B time (sec.) Decrease (%)
Aircraft 15.6 14.5 0
Coleman 11.4 3.5 0
Delivery 10.2 1.8 0
Education 53 6186 0
Gravity 8.7 2.7 0
Salinity 19.2 9.3 0
We have used a 3.40 GHz Pentium IV processor with 1.0 GB RAM using
MATLAB version R2006b and set  = 10 2. The run times of the heuristic and
the exact algorithm for each data set are given in Table 5.2. It is not surprising
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gorithm for Data Sets with Standard Normal Distribution
Dimensions Heuristic B-and-B No. of Max. %
n m h time time Unsolved Decrease
2 20 12 3.3 0.2 2 0.6
2 30 18 5.4 1.3 2 0.4
2 50 27 35.2 56.9 7 2
3 20 12 10.3 1.1 2 8.4
3 30 18 20.1 10.9 5 0.5
3 50 27 45.8 697.2 6 0.1
5 20 12 16.2 5.0 2 0.1
5 30 18 38.8 119.9 2 0.1
5 50 27 108.2 3205.2 8 2.3
that the exact algorithm is faster than the heuristic for small instances, since
the number of branches (i.e., MVEE problem instances) that need to be solved
in the B-and-B tree is very small, while the heuristic makes many starts and
hence solves many MVEE problems even for small data sets. The last column
represents the percent decrease in volume by the B-and-B algorithm. Each entry
in this column is zero indicating that the heuristic was able to ﬁnd the optimal
solution for all of the data sets. We will see that this is not true for other data
sets; nevertheless the gap is quite small.
We havetested thealgorithms onnormally distributeddata setswith param-
eters varying from (n;m) = (2;20) to (n;m) = (5;50). For each set of parameters,
100 instances were tested and the results are presented in Table 5.3. The ﬁrst
128three columns demonstrate the parameters (dimensions). The next two columns
give the corresponding average solution times for the heuristic and the B-and-B
algorithms. The column labeled with ‘No. of Unsolved’ provides the number of
cases out of 100 that were not solved to optimality by the heuristic and the last
column provides the worst optimality gap in percent among these unsolved
cases. We are able to solve small- to medium-sized problems in a reasonable
amount of time and the heuristic provides good solutions in under two minutes
for all instances. We are also able to obtain solutions in under ﬁve minutes for
parameters as large as (n;m;h) = (5;400;203) using the 2-exchange heuristic.
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